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I.

AUTHORITY IN RELIGION.

T the very beginning of the discussion of the question ofA Authority in Religion, it is necessary to observe with some

care that there is really no essential difference between religious

knowledge and any other kind of knowledge. The conditions of

knowledge, the laws of cognition, are not contingent upon the

nature of the truth apprehended or upon the region of thought

involved. The variable elements in the problem pertain rather to

the accessibility or inaccessibility of the truth in contemplation,

the mediateness or immediateness wdth which it presents itself

to the mind, the readiness or inability of the perceiving faculty

to respond, and the rational consequences that follow the perceiv-

ing act.

At the bottom of our inquiry lies the question whether we can

properly be said to believe more than we know. To the ques-

tion, thus put, no unqualified answer can be given. Everything

must wait upon our definition of terms. And we no sooner

attempt to define these well-worn words than we find that we are

assuming certain whole systems of philosophy to be true and

rejecting certain others as false. This being so, we must content

ourselves with what we find to be the best prevailing usage and

with adhering as far as possible to that. Augustine says, “ Cre-

dere nihil aliud est quam cum assensione cogitare.” It will be

noted that this conception is entirely general, and not merely

theological. Kant makes belief to occupy a sort of middle ground

betwmen guessing, on the one side, in which we are conscious that

the evidence is not convincing either to ourselves or to others, and
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II.

“ THE ORACLES OF GOD.”

THE purpose of this paper is to bring together somewhat more

fully than can be easily found in one place elsewhere, the

material for forming a judgment as to the sense borne by the term

[t«] Xbyia, as it appears in the pages of the New Testament.

This term occurs only four times in the New Testament. The

passages, as translated by the English revisers of 1881, are as

follows: “ Moses .... who received living oracles to give unto

us” (Acts vii. 38); “They [the Jews] were intrusted with the

oracles of God ” (Rom. iii. 2) ;

“ When by reason of the time ye

ought to be teachers, ye have need again that some one teach you

the rudiments of the first principles of the oracles of God ” (Heb.

v. 12) ;

“ If any man speaketh let him speak as it were oracles

of God ” (1 Peter iv. 11). The general sense of the term is obvi-

ous on the face of things : and the commentators certainly do not

go wholly wrong in explaining it. But the minor differences that

emerge in their explanations are numerous, and seem frequently

to evince an insufficient examination of the usage of the word :

and the references by which they support their several views are

not always accessible to readers who would fain test them, so that

the varying explanations stand, in the eyes of many, as only so

many obiter dicta between which choice must be made, if choice

is made at all, purely arbitrarily. It has seemed, therefore, as if

it would not be without its value if the usage of the word were

exhibited in sufficient fullness to serve as some sort of a touchstone

of the explanations that have been offered of it. We are sure, at

any rate, that students of the New Testament remote from libra-

ries will not be sorry to have at hand a tolerably full account of

the usage of the word : and we are not without hope that a com-

prehensive view of it may help to correct some long-standing errors

concerning its exact meaning, and may, indeed, point not obscurely

to its true connotation—which is not without interesting implica-

tions. Upheld by this hope we shall essay to pass in rapid review

the usage of the term in Classic, Hellenistic and Patristic Greek,

and then to ask what, in the light of this usage, the word is likely

to have meant to the writers of the New Testament.
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1. It may be just as well at the outset to disabuse our minds of

any presumption that a diminutive sense is inherent in the term

\6yiov, as a result of its very form.* Whether we explain it with

Meyer- Weissf as the neuter of Xdyiot and point to XoyidtovX as the

proper diminutive of this stem
;
or look upon it with Sanday-

Headlam§ as originally the diminutive of whose place as such

was subsequently, vis., when it acquired the special sense of

“ oracle.” taken by the strengthened diminutive Xnyidtov—it

remains true that no trace of a diminutive sense attaches to it as

we meet it on the pages of Greek literature.!

We are pointed, to be sure, to a scholium on the Frogs

of Aristophanes (line 94-2) as indicating the contrary. The

passage is the well-known one in which Euripides is made

to respond to xEschylus’ inquiry as to what things he manu-

factured. “ Not winged horses,” is the reply (as Wheelwright

translates it), “ By Jupiter, nor goat-stags, such as thou,

Like paintings on the Median tapestry, But as from thee I

first received the art, Swelling with boastful pomp and heavy

words, I parted it straight and took away its substance, With little

words, and walking dialogues,^ And white beet mingled, straining

from the books A juice of pleasant sayings,—then I fed him With

monodies, mixing Ctesiphon.” It is upon the word here trans-

lated “with little words,” but really meaning “ verselets
”

(Blaydes : versiculis )

—

inuXXtots—that the scholium occurs. It

runs: Avfl TOO Xoyioi$ fitxpols • <5? St fipiyms fipsipuXXiov, xa't eldo? slduXXtov

outw xa) ettoj tTcuXXiov.** That is to say, inuAXtov is a diminutive of

# So very commonly: as, e. g., by Grimm (Lexicon in N. T., s. v. ), Bleek (Dei-

Brief an die Ilebrder, ii, 2, 114, on Heb. v. 12), Philippi (Com. on Romans,

E. T., i, 105, on Bom. iii. 2), Morrison (Expos, of 3d Chap, of Rom., p. 14).

t Com. on Romans, on Rom. iii. 2, (E. T., i, 140, notel).

| Plato, Eryx., 401, E. : erapaTre ye avrov . ... to /siyidiov
;
Isocrates, Contra

Sophistas, 295 B. (Didot, 191): roaovru 6e yttpovr iyevovro riiv irepi rdf ipidai;

Ka/.tvAovpevuv, baov ovtoi pev roiavra XtyiSia Sie^tovreg ....-, ARISTOPHANES, Vesp .

64: aXA’ eo-iv i/plv TuoyiSiarv yvuprjv exov
|

i>pb>v pev avrvv oi>x‘ Ae^iurepov. Cf. BLAYDES
on the passage in Aristophanes.

i Com. on Rom
,
on Rom. iii. 2: “The old account of Abyiov as a diminutive of

XMyof is probably correct, though Mey.-W. make it neuter of Adyiog on the ground

that /nyitSiov is the proper diminutive. Tire form AoyiSiov is rather a strength-

ened diminutive which, by a process common in language, took the place of

Adyiov when it acquired the sense of ‘oracle.’ ” When they add that it was as “a
brief condensed saying” that the oracle was called Adyiov, they have no support

in the literature.

||
Jelf, who looks upon it as a diminutive, cites it as an extreme example of the

fact that many simple diminutives in -iov have lost their diminutive force—such as

dr/plov, fhbXiov : Adyiov, lie says, “has assumed a peculiar meaning.” In any

event, thus, no diminutive meaning clings to Adyiov. ,

T invAAioig tail TtpL-arotr nai rev-Xioun /.eu/coif.

** Dindorf, iv, ii, p. 113, on line 973.
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the same class as !3ps<puXXiov and siSOXXiov,* and means Xdyiov pixpdv.

Since the idea of smallness is explicit in the adjective attached to

Xdyiov here, surely it is not necessary to discover it also in the

noun,f especially when what the scholiast is obviously striving to

say is not that InuXXtois means “ little wordlets, ” but “ little

verses.” The presence of pixpoi? here, rather is conclusive evidence

that Xuyioti by itself did not convey a diminutive meaning to the

scholiast. If we are to give Xdyiov an unexampled sense here, we
might be tempted to take it, therefore, as intended to express the

idea “ verses ” rather than the tautological one of “ little words ”

or even “little maxims” or “little sayings.” And it might

fairly be pleaded in favor of so doing that Xdyiov in its current

sense of “ oracle ” not only lies close to one of the ordinary mean-

ings of £7to?
(
Od ., 12, 266

;
Herod., 1, 13, and often in the Trage-

dians), but also, because oracles were commonly couched in verse,

might easily come to suggest in popular speech the idea of
“ verse,” so that a Xdyiov p.ix p ov would easily obtrude itself as the

exact synonym of InoXXtov, in Euripides’ sense, i. e., in the sense of

short broken verses. There is no reason apparent on the other

hand why we should find a diminutive implication in the word as

here used, and in any case, if this is intended, it is a sense

unillustrated by a single instance of usage.

And the unquestionable learning of Eustathius seems to assure

us that to Greek ears Xdyiov did not suggest a diminutive sense at

all. He is commenting on line 339 of the Second Book of the

Iliad, which runs,

nr) 3ij ouvftsaiai re xa) opxia ft-pasTai ypiv,

and he tells us that opxiov in Homer is not a diminutive, but is a

formation similar to Xdyiov
,
which means “an oracle:” 0u%

bnoxopiOTixdv 3s nap
’

'Op.rjp(p ouSe to fyviov. nsp 3s rd opxia naputvo-

fiaarai lx too opicou, ourio xa) lx too Xoyou to. Xoyia rjyouv o[ yprjapoi. J

There is no direct statement here, to be sure, that Xdyiov is not a

diminutive
;

that statement is made—with entire accuracy

—

only of opxiov and iyviov :§ nor is the derivation suggested for

Xdyiov
,
as if it came directly from Xoyo

?,
perhaps scientifically accu-

* Blaydes adds some other instances: “ Ejusdem formae diminutiva sunt

e’MXXiov, /3pc<j>bXXiov, peipanbXXiov, ^uvXXiov, KpevXXiov, t;evvX?uov.”

f With this Xdyiov fimpov compare the (ipaxLi Xdyia of Justin Martyr, Contra

Ti'yph., c. 18. When the idea of brevity needed to be conveyed, it would seem that

an adjective expressive of this idea was required to be added.

t Ed. Bas., i, 233
;
Eom. i. 177 : Weigel’s Leipzig ed. (here used), i, 189.

§ Liddell and Scott say, s .
“ bpmov is not with Buttm., Lexil., s. v., to be

regarded as a dim. of opKog, but rather as neuter of opiaog, with which kpdv or ispa

may be supplied;” “ Dim. of lxvoC only in form (v. Chandler, Accent., \ 340).”

Cf. in general Jelf, Grammar, $$ 56, 2, and 335, c (Vol. i, pp. 53 and 337).
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rate. Bat there is every indication of clearness of perception in

the statement : and it could scarcely be given the form it has, had

Xiyiov stood in Eustathius’ mind as the diminutive of Xoyos. It

obviously represented to him not a diminutive synonym of XSyos, but

an equal synonym of yprj<rp6s. Wliat Xoyiov stood for, in his mind,

is very clearly exhibited, further, in a comment which he makes

on the 416tli line of the First Book of the Odyssey
,
where Tele-

machus declares that he does not “ care for divinations such as my
mother seeks, summoning a diviner to the hall

ooze fteoTrpoTctrjs ipna^opac, fyziva prjzr
tp

is p&yapov xaXiaaaa deoxpoxov izEpir/zai.

Piustathius wishes us to note that ftsonponos means the pdvzis,

&eo7:p<>-{a his art, and {Xsonpomov the message he delivers, which

Eustathius calls the yp-qaptpS-ypa, and informs us is denominated

by the Attics also Xoyiov. He says: 'lazlov Si ozi ftsoxpuxos piv dXXms,

6 pavzis. fhonpoitia Si, i] ziyvy auzod. deoxpoxiov Si, zo yprjapwSijpa, 4

Ka'i Xoyiov eXeyov o[ ’AttcxocN To Eustathius, thus Xoyiov was simply

the exact synonym of the highest words in use to express a divine

communication to men—->9so-pS-cou,f ypyapipSypa, yprjtrpos. similarly

Hesychius’ definition runs: Aoyta: diaipaza, pauzeupaza, (7zpo)tprjZEO-

paza, tprjpai, yprjffpoi. In a word, Xoyiov differs from X6yo$ not as

expressing something smaller than it, but as expressing something

more sacred.

The Greek synonymy of the notion “ oracle ” is at once extra-

ordinarily full and very obscure. It is easy to draw up a long

list of terms—pavzeia, pavzeopaza, xpoipavza, fteonpoTzia, ixc&eaittffpo!

{K<7<paxa, Szardopaza, XSyia, and the like
;
but exceedingly difficult,

we do not say to lay down hard and fast lines between them, but

even to establish any shades of difference among them which are

consistently reflected in usage. M. Bouche-Leelercq, after com-

menting on the poverty of the Latin nomenclature, continues as to

the Greek

*Ed. Bas., pp. 1426, 1427
;
ed. Rom., p. 69; ed. Leipzig, i, p. 72.

f A scholium on the passage in the Odyssey brings out the meaning of

deoirp6iuov, to wit : to i/c Aeou Xeyopevov
,
if ob nai dzu-pdxnp 6 ra rov Azov XI yuv.

Cf. also the Homeric Lexicons on the word : e. g., Ebeltng, s. v. Aeoxpoxb/ et

Seoxpdmov : “Sententia deorum, judicium quod dii (Jupitter pitissimum et

Apollo) cum vate (vel cum deo) communicant, vates cum aliis, oraculum. Cf.

Najgelsb., U \_omerische~\ Th\_eologie\ 187. Ap. 8, 7, 4 piiv-evpa to in deov

7rpoXieySpevov. Cf. Suit), i, 2, 1144 He-s. and Capelle under same heading:

“Alles was von den Gottern (bes[onder.s] Apollon und Zeus) angezeigt und durch

den deoxpdnop gedeutet wird, 1

die von den Gottern eingegebenen Ofienbarungeu ’

(Nagelsb. zu A. 385. Cf. Horn. Th., S. 187), also Weitsagung, Gottergebot.

Gotterbescheid, Orakel.”

X Histoire de la Divination dans VAntiquite (Paris, Leroux, 1879), Vol. ii, pp.

229, 230.
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1
' The Greek terminology is richer and allows analysis of the different senses,

but it is even more confused than abundant. The Greeks, possessors of a flexible

tongue, capab'e of rendering all the shades of thought, often squandered their

treasures, broadening the meaning of words at pleasure, multiplying synonyms

without distinguishing between them, aud thus disdaining the precision to which

they could attain without effort. We shall seek in vain for terms especially

appropriated to divination by oracles. From the verb yp-ycrda;, which signifies in

Homer ‘ to reveal ’ in a general way, come the derivatives XPV^P'A and xP ,l<JT'/Pl0V -

The latter, which dates from Hesiod and the Homerides, designates the place where

prophecies are dispensed and, later, the responses themselves, or the instrument by

which they are obtained. Xpr/apdc, which conies iuto current usage from the

time of Solon, is applied without ambiguity to inspired and versified prophecies,

but belongs equally to the responses of the oracles and those of free prophets.

The word pavrelov in the singular designates ordinarily the place of consultation
;

but in the plural it is applied to the prophecies themselves of whatever origin. In

the last sense it has a crowd of synonyms of indeterminate and changeable shades

of meaning. The grammarians themselves have been obliged to renounce impos-

ing rules on the capricious usage and seeking recognition for their artificial dis-

tinctions. We learn once more the impossibility of erecting precise definitions for

terms which lack precision.’’

Among the distinctions which have been proposed but which

usage will not sustain is the discrimination erected by the scholiast on

Euripides, Phoeniss
.,
907,* which would reserve Aiawara, Aeaniapara,

Xpri<r/j.oi for oracles directly from the gods, and assign navrebai and

jiavTsunara to the responses of the diviners. The grain of truth

in this is that in pavris, fiavreueaftai, flavrela ,
etymologically, what is

most prominent is the idea of a special unwonted capacity, atten-

tion being directed by these words to the strong spiritual elevation

which begets new powers in us. While, on the other hand, in

&e<rru£eiv the reference is directly to the divine inspiration, which,

because it is normally delivered in song, is referred to by such forms

as )?£(77r£ttidd9, #s<r7r(cude;y. Xprjaiio on the other hand, seems an

expression which in itself has little direct reference either to the

source whence or the form in which the oracle comes, but

describes the oracle from the point of view of what it is in itself

— viz., a “ communication” —going back, as it does, to yprjv, the

original sense of which seems to be “ to bestow,” “ to communi-

cate.” f Auyiov doubtless may be classed with xprjtrpo? in this respect

—it is par excellence the “ utterance,” the “ saying.” It would

* The scholium runs : d-ea^ara, fteo-iapaTa, xp’Npni ~o avTo
)
eMyovro de hri &euv

pavTevai Si nal pavrevpara in
l
pavreuv av&punuv.

I The above is abstracted from J. H. Heinr. Schmidt in his Handbuch dev

Lateinischen und GriecJiischen Synonymik (1889), §21, pp. 77-82. The original

meaning assigned to XPVV ( “ darreichen,” “ ertlieilen ”) is supported by a reference

to Vanicek, p. 250. Surely it is a much more reasonable determination than that

of Bouche-Leclercq (
Hist, de la Divination

,
i, 192), who would derive it from a

cleromantic idea, as if xpa-u signified first of all “entailler.” So he conceives

avaipeiv to refer to the lot, as we say to “ draw lots,” as if the Pythoness “ drew
her revelations as we draw lots.” Schmidt refers the use of this word to the early

idea that the words came up out of the depths of the earth.
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seem to be distinguished from ypijap.6^ by having even less refer-

ence than it to the source whence—something as “ a declaration ’’
is

distinguished from “ a message.” If we suppose a herald coming

with the cry, ; ‘A communication from the Lord,” and then, after

delivering the message, adding :
“ This is His utterance,” it might

fairly be contended that in strict precision the former should be

Xpj]ffp6$ and the latter /ywv, in so far as the former term may keep

faintly before the mind the source of the message as a thing given,

while the latter may direct the attention to its content as the very thiny

received, doubtless with a further connotation of its fitness to its

high origin. Such subtlety of distinction, however, is not sure to

stamp itself on current use, so that by such etymological consid-

erations we are not much advanced in determining the ordinary

connotation of the words in usage.

A much more famous discrimination, and one which much more

nearly concerns us at present, has been erected on what seems to

be a misapprehension of a construction in Thucidides. In a passage

which has received the compliment of imitation by a number of

his successors,* the historian is describing the agitation caused bv

the outbreak of the Peloponesian war, one symptom of which was

the passion for oracles which was developed. “ All Hellas,” he

says,f “ was excited by the coming conflict between the two cities.

Many were the prophecies circulated, and many the oracles

chanted by diviners
(
za) rzolla pkv loyia iliyovro, rzolla Ss ypyapoloyoi

jj<Lv), not only in the cities about to engage in the struggle, but

throughout Hellas.” And again, as the Lacedaemonians ap-

proached the city, one of the marks he, at a later point, notes of

the increasing excitement is that “ soothsayers {ypyapoloyot) were

repeating oracles (7/W ypr^pou?) of the most different kinds, which

all found in some one or other enthusiastic listeners.”* On a

casual glance the distinction appears to lie on the surface of the

former passage that loyia are oracles in prose and ypyapoi oracles in

verse : and so the scholiast! on the passage, followed by Suidas
,

* e. g., Polybius, 3, 112, 8 : “All the oracles preserved in Home were in every-

body’s mouth {rravra (1 i/v ra Trap' avrolq /.oyia rraat rare 6ia croparof) and every

temple and house was full of prodigies and miracles : in consequence of which the

city was one scene of vows, sacrifices, supplicatory processions and prayers ”

(Scliuchburgh’s translation). APPIAN, 2, 115, fcipara ra yap ahoya rrolljolq

evircmre rztpi oltyv 'Ira/Jav. Kai pavrevparuv rra/.aiuv i-upo^urepu/v ipxajpovevov.

DlOXYS. Hal., Ant., vii, 68 : xPV°P°i r' rjSovro tv tto/./.oic xuP‘0lC KT/ - Dio CASSIUS,

431, 66 and 273, 64, where we read of lAyia. rravro'ia ijdero.

f ii, 8. Jowett’s translation (i, p. 99).

% ii, 21, Jowett’s translation (i, 109).

§ In Didot’s appendix, p. 416 : A6yia tan ra rrapii rov dtov Ixydpzva ta^aHiydlr/v

Xppopoi 6i oiriver iuptrpuf /hyovrai
,
dcotpopovpevov tgiv leydvruv.

||
Ed. BEKKER, p. 666 : Hiyia ra rrapa \leoii leydutva KaraAoya6i/v

, XP^P01 'V " river

ipairpur /lyovra’ dtoipopovptvuv /xydvrcw.
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defines.
- Bat it is immediately obvious on tbe most cursory glance

into Greek literature that the distinction thus suggested will not

hold. The //Jijrt-Aioi are, to be sure, commonly spoken of as sung;

and the group of words yprjirp.wSo^^ ypi]<sg<p<Ra>
,

ypijirpipdia, ypfjfTpuidrjpa^

yprjirp-wd-rj ?, yprjffptpdixd?, witnesses to the intimate connection of the

two ideas. But this arises out of the nature of the case, rather

than out of any special sense attached to the word ypgai±6<s : and

accordingly, by the side of this group of words, we have others

which, on the one hand, compound ypyrryos with terms not implica-

tive of singing (yprjfTyrjyopiiu
, ypycpayoprj 9—yp-/jirpnd<) rioj, yprjffpodoTT]';,

yprjrrpodorr/ij.a—yprjffp.oXoyia), ypgtrp-olbyos, yprjirpokuyia, yprjffpokoyiov, ypya-

pohiyixrj, yprjffpoXiffyrji—ypTjap.oTruios), and, on the other hand, com-

pound other words for oracles with words denoting singing

($£<77TtwSiut, tterrxMpdrjpa, fteffn«pd6<z'). The fact is that, as J. H. Heinr.

Schmidt* points out in an interesting discussion, the natural

expression of elevated feeling was originally in song: so that

the singer comes before the poet and the poet before the speaker.

It was thus as natural for the ancients to say vati -cinium as it is

for moderns to say Weis-sayung or sooth -saying : but as the cus-

tom of written literature gradually transformed the consciousness

of men, their thought became more logical and less pictorial until

even the Pythia ceased at last to speak in verse. Meanwhile, old

custom dominated the oracles. They were chanted : they were

couched in verse : and the terms which had been framed to de-

scribe them continued to bear this implication. Even when called

\6yia, they prove to be ordinarily! in verse
;
and these also are said

to be sung, as we read, for example, in Dion Cassius (431, 66 and

273, 641 : \6yia -avTina rjdero. What appears to be a pretty con-

stant equivalence in usage of the two terms ypr/tr/ib? and Uyiov,

spread broadly over the face of Greek literature, seems in any

event to negative the proposed distinction. Nor does the passage

in Thucidides when more closely examined afford any real ground

for it. After all, loyia and ypg<Tp.oi are not contrasted in this pas-

sage : the word yp-gtryoi does not even occur in it. The stress of

the distinction falls, indeed, not on the nouns, but on the verbs,

the point of the remark being that oracles were scattered among
the people by every possible method.;}; If we add that the second

* In his Handbuch der Lateinischen und Griechischen Synoymik (Leipzig,

1889), <i 21 (pp. 77-82).

t So for example in Aristophanes’ Knights passim (see below) and in Por-

phyry’s collection of Oracles.

\ This is the explanation of Croiset in the very sensible brief note he gives on

the passage in his attractive edition of Thucidides (Paris, Hachette & Cie., 1886):

He says :
“ h6yia, oracles: according to the scholiast, oracles in prose in contrast

with xprjopoi or oracles in verse; but it may be seen in Aristophanes
(
Knights

,
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xo\\d is probably not to be resolved into xuAAou? ypr/ayoui* the

Xpr)<s#o6<; being derived from the ypijtrpqtXdyot, but is to have \6yta

supplied with it from the preceding clause, the assumed distinction

between Xdyca and ypya/mi goes up at once in smoke. Adyia alone

are spoken of : and these kdyia are said to be both spoken and sung.f

So easy and frequent is the interchange between the two terms

that it seems difficult to allow even the more wary attempts of

modern commentators to discriminate between them. These ordi-

narily turn on the idea that \6yia is the more general and yprj<rfi6<s

the more specific word, and go back to the careful study of the

Baron de Locella,^ in his comment on a passage in (the later)

Xenophon’s Ephesiaca. Locella’s note does indeed practically

cover the ground. He begins by noting the interchange of the

two words in the text before him. Then he offers the definition that

oraculorum responsa are generically Idyia, whether in prose or

verse, adducing the kdyia -a\aid of Eurip., Herad., 40fi, and the

Mycov -uftdyprjtTTov of Plutarch, Thes., i, 55, as instances of Idyia un-

doubtedly couched in verse
;
while versified oracles, originally in

hexameters and later in iambic trimeters are, specifically, yprjapoi

999-100:2), that the two expressions were synonyms : the distinction hears here

only on the manner in which these oracles were spread among the people ;
i/iyov-

ro signifies: they were hawked about from mouth to mouth, without the inter-

vention of the diviners {i'Aiyovro in theplural, despite the neuter subject, because

it is the idea of diversity that dominates, rather than an idea of collectivity
;

cf.

Curtius, Or. gr., $ 363, Rem. 1); y&ov is the appropriate word in speaking of

XpvoyoAdyoi or oracle-deliverers whose business was to recite the prophecies in

verse.”

* So still Franz Muller in his handy edition of this second hook (Paderborn,

1886).

t So Steup-Classen in the fourth edition of Classen’s Second Rook of Thnci-

dides, brought out by Steup (Berlin, 1889). They say :
“ iHyovro : the unusual

plural doubtle-s on account of the variety and diffusion of the ?.oyia : cf. 5, 26, 2 ;

6, 62, 4. Ao/ia, according to the usage of the anaphora, is to be understood with

TTo/I.a in both instances (B. supposes the anaphora would require the prepositing

of the noun, as i. 3 ;
but there veoryc is emphasized by nal, which is not the case

here with /oyia). ’E?.tyovro : circulated by the mouth of the people, without fixed

or metrical form, which would be given them or preserved for them by the

XPVoyoTidyoi who were occupied professionally in the collection (hence

—

16yoi) and

interpretation of transmitted prophecies (cf. Herod. 7, 6, 142
;
Sehomann, Gr.

All., 23, 304). The distinction is between e?Jyovro and gdov, not the object of

the Adyia.’’’

t pp. 152, 153 of his edition of the piece (Vienna, 1796). It is reprinted entire

in Peerlkamp’s edition (Haarlem, 1818) with this addition by the later editor :

“
'/.6yia Latinis interdum dictiones, dicta, semi ones, et login ; cf. Heins, ad Ovid.,

Her. v. 33 et Observ. Misc. V. I. T. I., p. 276. Apollodorus in Biblioth. saepe

permutat Myia et xt>Vapovc, qui quurn scribit I, vi, \ 1, rolq 61 deoig layiov iyv mi-

reris interpretem nddentem rumor erat inter deos. De discrimine Myta inter et

X(»io/mvc eadem jam ex Aristophane ejusque Schol. notarat Tresling. Adv. pag.

46, 47, addens L. Bos ad Rom. iii. 2 et Alberti Obs. Phil. pag. 298 sq."
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—whence yp-gcrpujdiw is vaticinor
,

yp-g<yp.ip8ia, vaiicinium
,

and

'/prjfjpwdos, vates. As thus the difference between the two words is

that of genus and species, they may be used promiscuously for

the same oracle. It is worth the trouble, he then remarks, to

inspect how often koyiov and -/pr^pAs are interchanged in the

Kniyhts of Aristophanes between verses 109 and 1224, from

which the error of the scholiast on Thucid., ii, 8, is clear and of

Suidas following him, in making Xdyiov specifically an oracle in

prose, and %p-gcpo? one in verse. He then quotes Eustathius on the

Iliad
,

ii, ver. 238, and on the Odyssey
,

i, ver. 1426
;
adduces the

gloss, Xoycov
,
6 -/prjtTpos

;
and asks his readers to note what Stephens

adduces from Camerarius against this distinction.* The continued

designation by Greek writers of the prose Pythian oracles as

Xpr/rrpuc is adverted to, Plutarch’s testimony being dwelt on : and

relevant scholia on Aristophanes’ An., 960, and Ah£>., 144, are

referred to. It is not strange that Locella’s finding, based on so

exhaustive a survey of the relevant facts, should have dominated

later commentators, who differ from it ordinarily more by way of

slight modification than of any real revision—suggesting that

X6yia, being the more general word, is somewhat less sacred ;f or

somewhat less precise \\ or somewhat less ancient.§ The common
difficulty with all these efforts to distinguish the two words is that

there is no usage to sustain them. When the two words occur

together it is not in contrast but in apparently complete equiva-

lence, and when Xoycov appears apart from yp-qapo^ it is in a sense

which seems in no way to be distinguishable from it. The only

qualification to which this statement seems liable, arises from a

faintly -felt suspicion that, in accordance with their etymological

implications already suggested, yp-gai has a tendency to appear

when the mind of the speaker is more upon the source of the

“ oracle ” and Xoycov when his mind is more upon its substance.

Even in such a rare passage as Eurip., Heracl., 406, where the

two words occur in quasi -contrast, we find no further ground for an

intelligible distinction between them :

* Stephens (ed. Dindorf-Hase) merely adduces Camerarius’ testimony: “So
Cam., adding that the discrimination of the grammarians is a false one. although

the passage in Thucidides, i (sic.) [8] seems to agree with it.”

f This seems to be what Haack (on Thucid., ii, 8) means when he defines X6yia

as auguria, pratsagia vatum, and xpvapoi as oracula deorum.

t This seems the gist of Bredow’s view (on Thucid., ii, 8): “ xpwopts cum verbis

Xpav et xPe
~

La&ai oraculorum propriis cohaerens definite oraculum divinum vocatur
;

?i6yiov autem aperte generalius vocabulorum est, sermo ominosus, verbum fatici-

dium quod non interrogatus vel deus, vei vates elocutus est. Poppo and G-celler

ad loc. quote these views but add nothing of value to them.

§ Bouche-Leclercq seems almost inclined to revert to Eustathius’ statement and

look upon Xdyiov as “ an expression peculiar to the Attic dialect, as np6<jtavTa (Herod.,

v, 63 ;
ix, 93) is an Ionic expression” (op. cit., ii, 130, Note 4).
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“ Yet all my preparations well are laid :

Athens is all in arms, the victims ready

Stand for the gods for whom they must be slain.

By seers the city is filled with sacrifice

For the foes’ rout and saving of the state.

All prophecy-chanters have I caused to meet,

Into old public oracles have searched,

And secret, for salvation of this land.*

And mid their manifest diversities,

In one thing glares the sense of all the same—
They bid me to Demeter’s daughter slay,

A maiden of a high-born father sprung.”!

And ordinarily they display an interchangeability which seems

almost studied, it is so complete and, as it were, iterant.

Certainly, at all events, it is good advice to follow, to go to

Aristophanes’ Knights to learn their usage. In that biting play

Demos—the Athenian people—is pictured as “a Sibyllianizing

old man” with whom Cleon curries favor by plying him with

oracles,

qSei <5e ypijGpou?' v de yipwv Giflukkla .J

Nicias steals too? ypr
t
Gpou? from Cleon, and brings zdv lepov ypr^pdv

to Demosthenes, who immediately on reading it exclaims, uj idyia !§

“ Dem.: 'Q \6yia. Give me quick the cup ! Nic.: Behold, what

says the yp^opd? ? Dem.: Pour on ! Nic.: Is it so stated in the

Xoyiois ? Dem.: O Bacis!” To cap the climax, the scholiast

remarks on w Idyia : “ (pavreupara) : he wonders when he reads

tov yprjffpdv." Only a little later,
||
Demosthenes is counseling the

Sausage Vender not to “ slight what the gods bv mi? loyimGi have

given” him and receives the answer :
“ What then says 6 yprjG-

pdf?” and after the contents of it are explained the declaration,

“ I am flattered by rd loyia." As the denouement approaches,

Cleon and the Sausage Vender plead that their oracles may at

least be heard (lines 960-961 : <>l ypyapoi). They are brought, and

this absurd scene is the result :
“ Cleon : Behold, look here

—

and yet I’ve not got all. S. V.: Ah, me ! I burst

—

1 and yet

I’ve not got all!’ Dem.: What are these? Cleon: Oracles

(Idyta). Dem.: All! Cleon: Do you wonder? By Jupiter,

I’ve still a chestful left. S. V.: And I an upper with two dwell-

ing rooms. Dem.: Come, let us see whose oracles (o[ yprpTpoi) are

these? Cleon: Mine are of Bacis. Dem.: Whose are thine?

* Xppopiov (S’ aotdoiif —avrac ci? iv a/uca?
|

rfiuery^a Kai fleftrj/a Kai KeKpvppkva
|

Xdy ta

•rrakaia ~ij 6i yrj Gorr/pia.

t Way’s translation, 398 sq.

X Line 61. Blaydes says :
“ sensus est, senes enim orucula amat.”

§ Line 120. Wheelwright’s translation is used throughout.

||
Line 194.
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S. V.: Of Glainis, his elder brother.” And when they are read

they are all alike in heroic measure.

It is not in Aristophanes alone, however, that this equivalence

meets us : the easy interchange of the two words is, we may say,

constant throughout Greek literature. Thus, for example, in the

Corinthiaca of Pausanias (ii, 20, 10) an oracle is introduced as

to \6yiov, and commented on as 6 yp-gopos* In Diodorus Siculus,

ii, 14,f Semiramis is said to have gone to Ammon yp-gaopivri za fisc?

nep\ zijs Ideas zeXeuzijs, and, the narrative continues, Xiyerai aurrj

yevUftae Voytov. Similarly in Plutarch’s De Defectu Orac., v,%

we have the three terms TO yprjffzypiov, TO Xoyiov and za. pavzs'ta zabza

equated : in De Mul. Virt .,
viii,§ the Xoyia are explained by what

was i'/p-rjad-rj : in Qusestiones Romance
,
xxi,|| Xbyca came by way of

a /p-qapwdeTv. In the Ephesiaca of the later Xenophon metrical

pavzebpaza are received, the recipients of which are in doubt what

za zou tieou Xuyea can mean, until, on consideration, they discover a

likely interpretation for the ypijapov that seems to meet the wish

of the God who ipavzebaazo

How little anything can be derived from the separate use of

X6yiov to throw doubt on its equivalence with yprjapds as thus ex-

hibited, may be observed from the following instances of its usage,

gathered together somewhat at random :
**

Herodotus, i, 64 :
“ He purified the island of Delo3, according to the injunctions

of an oracle (e/c ruv Aoyluv) i, 120: “We have found even oracles sometimes ful-

filled in unimportant ways (ztiv hoytuv evta) iv, 178: “Here in this lake is an

island called Plila, which it is said the Lacedaemonians were to have colonized

according to an oracle (zr/v vijoov Aaicedaipovioiai <j>acn Xbytov slvat sziaat) •p viii, 60:

‘
‘ Where an oracle has said that we are to overcome our enemies {sal Aoytnv tori zuv

ex&puv K.arvKtpCe) viii, 62 :
“ which the prophecies declare we are to colonize (za

Ady«z Arye/.).” Aristophanes, Vesp., 799: bpa zb xpVPa i
™ Adyt’ if zcepaiverai

Knights
, 1050, ravzi reXeioCai za Aoy’ i/6r) pot dosel. Polybius, viii, 30, 6: “For

the eastern quarter of Tarentum is full of monuments, because those who

* irpbzepov <5e etl rov ayibva zovzov trpoeai/pT/vev ?'/ AvCia, sat ro Adytov Eire a AAcaf elze

sal fi avvEig EtST/hudEv 'Hpddorof

’AAA’ orav r/ W/Aeia zbv aptJEva vtKt/aaaa

k^eAaoij sal svdog iv ’Apyelotcnv apr/rat

7roAAaf ’Apyciwv apQidpvtpeag z6ze dr/cet. '

Ta pev eg to ipyov zuv yvvatKuv exovra rov xpvapov zavza pv. In. v. 3, 1 ;
iv. 9, 4 ;

ix. 37, 4 in like manner xpvapog is identified with pavzevpa.

f Bekkek, i, 150.

ii, 412 D.

$ ii, 247 D. aTTOTvetpupEvoi zuv Aoytov. 'ExpvoCp yap avzoig- ....
||

ii, 268 E. a’Kocp'&iyyEC'&ai Tibyta, sal xpvopipdelv zolg ipuTumv ....
H b 6.

** The word, as will be seen, is as old as Herodotus : on the other hand—if we
may trust the indices—it does not seem to occur in Homer (Dunbak’s Concord-

ance [to Odyssey], Gehring’s Index), Hesiod (Paulsen’s Index), Plato (Ast’s

Lexicon) or Aristotle, Xenophon or Sophocles.
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die there are to this day all buried within the walls, in obedience to an

ancient oracle (/card ti Adyiov apxalov). Diodorus Siculus ap. Geog. Sync., p- 194

D ( Corpus Scriptorum Ilistoriw Byzantines
,

i, 366), “ Fabius says an oracle

came to yEneas ( Alveia yeviadai Adyiov ), that a quadruped should direct him

to the founding of a city.” iElian, V. H., ii, 41 : “Moreover Mycerinus the

Egyptian, when there was brought to him the prophecy from Budo (to in Bovriovg

pavTilov
), predicting a short life, and he wished to escape the oracle (to Adyiov

)

” Arrian, Expedit. Alex., ii, 3, 14 (Ellendt., i, 151).: d>g tov Aoyiov tov ini

ry Avan tov becrpov ^vp[3e[3/]KdTog
]

vi>, 16, 7 (Ellendt., ii, 419), “ But when Alexan-

der had crossed the river Tigris with his army, pushing on to Babylon, the wise

men of the Chaldeans (XaAbaiov oi Adyurt) met him and separating him from hi3

companions asked him to check the march to Babylon. For they had an oracle

from their God Belus (Adyiov in tov &eoii tov Br/Aov) that entrance into Babylon at

that time would not be for his good. But he answered them with a verse (enog)

of the poet Euripides, which runs thus :
‘ The best pavrig is he whose conclusion is

good.’” Plutarch, Non posse suaviter vivi, etc., 24 (1103 F.): “What of that?

(quoth Zeuxippus). Shall the present discourse be left imperfect and unfinished

because of it? and feare we to alledge the oracle of the gods (to Adyiov npog ’E-bcov-

pov Aeyovref) when we dispute against the Epicureans? No (quoth I againe) in

any wise, for according to the sentence of Empedocles, ‘A good tale twice a man may
tell, and lieare it told as oft full well ” Life of Theseus

, ? 26 (p. 12 C, Didot,

p. 14), “ He applied to himself a certain oracle of Apollo’s (Adyiov ti nvddxpr/oTov) ”

\ 27 (p. 12 E, Didot, p. 14) : “At length Theseus, having sacrificed to Fear,

according to the oracle
(
sard ti Adyiov) ;” Life of Fabius, $ 4 ( Didot, p. 210), ’Ekivt/-

d r/aav be rare noAAal ml ruv anoppf/Tivv sal xpyaipuv aliToig fiifibuv, hr 2v/3vXAeiov

g

saXovof ml Myerai ovvbpapelv ivea tuv a-oneipevuv iv avTatg Aoyiov npot; rag Tvxag sal

rag -pa^eig ineivag. Pausanias, Attica [I. 44, 9] (taken unverified from Wetstein):

hhoavTog Alasov Kara dr/ ti Adyiov tiJ TlaveAAr/vhp Ait. Polycenus, p 37 (Wetstein)

[I, 18] : 6 deog expi/ae—°‘ noXepioi to Adyiov e'Mreg—tov Aoyiov ne~Ar/popevov : p. 347

[IV, 3, 27], r/v be Adyiov "AndAAuvog. Aristeas, p. 119 (Wetstein) : evxapurro pev,

avbpeg
,
vplv, Tip bi anooTeiAavTi paAAov ueyioTov be Tip drip, ovTivog ion ra Adyta ravTa.

A survey of tliis somewhat miscellaneous collection of passages

will certainly only strengthen the impression we derived from

those in which Adyiov and ^pya/ibs occur together—that in Adyiov we
have a term expressive, in common usage at least, of the simple

notion of a divine revelation, an oracle, and that independently of

any accompanying implication of length or brevity, poetical or

prose form, directness or indirectness of delivery. This is the

meaning of Adyiov in the mass of profane Greek literature. As we
have already suggested, the matter of the derivation of the word is

of no great importance to our inquiry :
* but we may be permitted

to add that the usage seems distinctly favorable to the view that

it is to be regarded rather as in origin the neuter of Adyuxs used

substantively, than the diminutive of Adyo ?. No implication of

brevity seems to attach to the word in usage
;
and its exclusive appli-

cation to “ oracles ” may perhaps be most easily explained on the

supposition that it connotes fundamentally “ a vise saying,” and

implies at all times something above the ordinary run of “ words.”f

* See above, p. 218.

t Dr. Addison Alexander, with his usual clearness, posits the alternative
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II. It was with this fixed significance, therefore, that the

word presented itself to the Jews of the later centuries be-

fore Christ, when the changed conditions were forcing them

to give a clothing in Greek speech to their conceptions, de-

rived from the revelation of the old covenant
;

and thus to

prepare the way for the language of the new covenant. The

oldest monument of Hellenistic Greek—the Septuagint Ver-

sion of the Sacred Books, made probably in the century that

stretched between 250 and 150 B.C.—is, however, peculiarly

ill-adapted to witness to the Hellenistic usage of this word. As
lay in the nature of the case, and, as we shall see later, was

the actual fact, to these Jewish writers there were no “ ora-

cles ” except what stood written in these sacred books themselves,

and all that stood written in them were “oracles of God.” In a

translation of the books themselves, naturally this, the most

significant Hellenistic application of the word “ oracles,”

could find little place. And though the term might be

employed within the sacred books to translate such a

phrase as, say,
“ the word of God,” in one form or another not

infrequently met with in their pages, the way even here was

clogged by the fact that the Hebrew words used in these phrases

only imperfectly corresponded to the Greek word \6yiov, and were

not very naturally represented by it. Though the ordinary

Hebrew verb for “ saying ”— —to which etymologically cer-

tain high implications might be thought to be natural, had sub-

stantival derivatives, yet these were pretty effectually set aside by

a term of lower origin—irnt—-which absorbed very much the

admirably (on Acts vii. 38): “The Greek word (?i6yta) has been variously

explained as a diminutive of (iWyoc) word, meaning a brief, condensed and

frequent utterance
;
or as the neuter of an adjective (iloyrof) meaning rational,

profound, wise, and as a substantive, a wise saying.” It would seem
difficult to rise from a survey of the classical usage without an impression

that it justifies the latter derivation. This usige is stated with perfect

accuracy by DeMoor {Com. in Marckii Commend., i, 13): to loyiov “when used

substantively may be considered as more emphatic than to pjj/ia or even 6 Xoyop \

for this term means with the Greeks not any kind of word, but specifically

an oracle
,
a divine response.”

* It occurs, according to the Brown-Gesenitjs Lexicon, no less than 5287 times
;

according to Girdlestone {Synonyms of the 0. T., ed. 2, p. 205), it “ is generally

rendered in the LXX. evru and teyu.” There seems to be inherent in the word an

undertone of loftiness or authoritativeness due possibly to its etymological impli-

cation of “prominence.” Its derivations are accordingly mostly poetical words

designating a lofty speech or authoritative speech.

t The verb, of doubtful origin, occurs according to Brown-Gesenius, 1142

times, and is generally rendered in the LXX. (Girdlestone, loo. cit.) XaXeu. The
noun occurs 1439 times and is rendered “generally Xoyoc, sometimes pvya, and in

35 passages, irpayua. ’ ’
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whole field ol the conception “ word.”* The derivatives of

"TON-ION. mOK. mON. IONS—in accordance with their etv-“tv t :
• t : v t " **

mological impress of loftiness or authority, are relegated to poetic

speech (except 135KO, which occurs only in Esther i. 15, ii. 20, ix.

32, and has the sense of commandment) and are used comparatively

seldom. f Nevertheless, it was to one of these that the Septua-

gint translators fitted the word koytov. To "131 they naturally

consecrated the general terms koyo<s, fapa, icpaypa

:

while they

adjusted koytov as well as might be to HION, and left to one side

meanwhile its classical synonyms:}:—except pavreta and its cog-

nates, which they assigned, chiefly, of course, in a bad sense, to

the Hebrew DDp in the sense of “ divination.”

rrm is, to be sure, in no sense an exact synonym of koytov. It

is simply a poetical word of high implications, prevailingly,

though not exclusively, used of the “ utterances” of God, and

apparently felt by the Septuagint translators to bear in its bosom

a special hint of the authoritativeness or awesomeness of the

“ word ” it designates. It is used only some thirty-six times

in the entire Old Testament (of which no less than nineteen are in

Ps. cxix), and designates the solemn words of men (Gen. iv. 23, cf.

Isa. xxix. -I bis., xxviii. 23, xxxii. 9 ;
Ps. xvii. 6 ;

Deut. xxxii.

2) as well as. more prevailingly, those of God. In adjusting

koytov to it the instances of its application to human words are, of

course, passed by and translated either by koyus (Gen. iv. 23
;

Isa.

xxix. 4 bis.; Isa. xxviii. 23, xxxii. 9), or fiijpa. (Deut. xxxii. 2 ;

* There is also the poetic word V?D and its derivative noun nbp—a word “ used

in 30 passages, 19 of which are in Job and 7 in Daniel,” and rendered in the

LXX. ?.6yo<: and pf/pa (Girdlestone).

t “except in Josh. xxiv. 27 (E) used exclusively in poetry, 48 times, of

which 22 are in Proverbs and 11 in Job” (Driver on Deut. xxxii. 1). rPOK

“only found in poetry (36 times, of which 19 are in Ps. cxix)’’ (Driver on

Deut. xxxii. 2). rnnK, Lam. ii. 17 only, ipsp, Esth. i. 15, ii. 20, ix. 32 only.

On the general subject of their poetic usage see Green, General Introduction to

the O. T. : The Text, p. 19
;
Bleek, Introduction to the 0. T., E. T., i, 98 ;

Havernick, Einleitung
,

i. 172 ;
Gesenius, Geschichte der hebraischen Sprache,

p. 22, and Lehrgebaude, Register, p. 892 ;
Vogel, De Dialecto Poetica.

t XpWpbc, for example, which we have found the constant accompaniment of

Myiov in the classics and shall find always by its side in Philo, does not occur in

the LXX. at all. The cognates xpVpuT^u (Jer. xxxii. (28) 30, xxxiii. (26)2, xxxvi.

(29) 23, xxxvii. (30) 2, xliii. (36) 24), xPiPaTLaP°S (Prov. xxiv. 69 (xxxi. 1), 2

Macc. ii. 4), xPWarmTTIP'L (2 Kgs. viii. 6), are, however, found, and in their high

sense. It is somewhat overstrained for Delitzsch (on Heb. viii. 5, E. T., Vol. ii,

32) to say: “The Septuagint word for the deliverance of a divine oracle or

injunction is xPVpor'^etv (roi>f Xdyovs) rivt or ~p6r -iva xPVpari^uv is found in this

sense only in the LXX. Jeremiah. A very rich body of illustrations for the New
Testament usages ( Luke ii. 26. Acts x. 22, Heb. viii. 5) might, however, be culled

from Philo.
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Ps. xvii. 6). In a few other instances, although the term is

applied to “ words of God,” it is translated by Greek words

other than Xoytov (2 Sam. xxii. 31, LXX. pQ>a, and its close

parallel, Prov. xxx. 5, LXX. Xdyot, though in the other par-

allels, Ps. xii. 7, xviii. 31, the LXX. has Xdyta
;
Ps. cxix. 41,

154, where the LXX. has X6yo<}
;
in Ps. cxxxviii. 2, the LXX.

reads to ayiov oou, on which Brethgen remarks, in loc., that

“ Siyiov seems to be a corruption for Xoytov,'
1 which is read here

by Aquila and the Quinta). In the remaining instances of its

occurrences, however—and that is in the large majority ol

its occurrences—the word is uniformly rendered by Xoytov (Deut.

xxxiii. 9 ;
Ps. xii. 7 bis., xviii. 31, cv. 19, cxix. 11, 38 [41],*

50, 58, 67, 76, 82, 103, 115, 123, 133, 140, 148, 158, 162, 170,

172, cxlvii. 15
;

Isa. v. 24). If there is a fringe of usage of

rYlDK thus standing outside of the use made of Xoytov, there

is, on the other side, a corresponding stretching of the use made

of Xoytov beyond the range of rnO>$—to cover a few passages

judged by the translators of similar import. Thus it trans-

lates in Num. xxiv. 4, 16
;

Ps. xviii. 15 [xix. 14], cvi.

[cvii.] 11, and “D'l in Ps. cxviii. [cxix.] 25, 65, 107, 109 [cxlvii.

8] ;
Isa. xxviii. 13

;
and it is inserted in a few passages without

warrant from the Hebrew, viz., Ps. cxviii. [cxix.] 124, 149
;

Isa.

xxx. 11, 27 bis. In twenty-five instances of its thirty-nine occur-

rences, however, it is the rendering of rnpN.f If is als° used

twice in the Greek apocrypha (Wis. xvi. 11 ;
Sir. xxxvi. 19 [16]),

in quite the same sense. In all the forty-one instances of its

usage, it is needless to say, it is employed in its native and only

current sense, of “ oracle,” a sacred utterance of the Divine

Being, the only apparent exception to this uniformity of usage

(Ps. xviii. 15 [xix. 14]) being really no exception, but, in truth,

significant of the attitude of the translators to the text they were

translating—as we shall see presently.

What led the LXX. translators to fix upon rHftN as the nearest

Hebrew equivalent to Xoytov, % we have scanty material forjudging.

Certainly, in Psalm cxix, where the word most frequently

* In some codd. but in the edd. we read, /card to eXeog oov.

t The passages are already enumerated just above.

t The other versions add nothing of importance. At Ps. cxix. 41 the rnipX

rendered c/leof by LXX. is rendered Xoytov by Aq. and Tb. In Ps. cxxxvii. (cxxxviii).

2 the n"lDN rendered by LXX. ayiov (though Bsethgen remarks that this seems merely

a corruption of Xdyiov) is rendered X6ytov by Aq. and Quinta. In Isa. xxxii. 9, the

rnp« rendered in LXX. by Xoyot is given as Xdyiov by Aq., a case quite parallel

with Ps. xviii. 15 (xix. 14) in LXX. In Jer. viii. 9 the phrase niiT~"OTD is ren-

dered in Aq. by Xoytov.
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occurs, it is difficult to erect a distinction between its implications

and those of “Q"T with which it seems to be freely interchanged,

but which the LXX. translators keep reasonably distinct from it

by rendering it prevailingly by kayos* while equally prevailingly

reserving koytov for iYlON.t Perhaps the reader may faintly feel

even in this Psalm, that was to the writer the more sacred
t :

and solemn word, and was used, in his rhetorical variation of his

terms, especially whenever the sense of the awesomeness of

God’s words or the unity of the whole revelation of God %

more prominently occupied his mind
;

and this impression is

slightly increased, perhaps, in the case of the interchange of

koytov and kayos in the Greek translation. When we look be-

yond this Psalm we certainly feel that something more re-

quires to be said of iT")2K than merely that it is poetic. §

It is very seldom applied to human words and then only to

the most solemn forms of human speech — Gen. xxiv. 23

(LXX., kayoi
) ;

Deut. xxxii. 2 (LXX., p/jga
) ;

Ps. xxvii. (LXX.,

prjpa) ;
cf. Isa. xxix. 4 bis (LXX., kbyot) where the speaker

is Jerusalem whose speech is compared to the murmuring

of familiar spirits or of the dead,
|j

and Isa. xxviii. 23, xxxii.

9, where the prophet’s word is in question. It appears to sug-

gest itself naturally when God’s word is to receive its highest

praises (2 Sam. xxii. 31
;

Ps. xii. 7, xviii. 31
;
Prov. xxx. 5 ;

Ps.

cxxxviii. 2), or when the word of Jehovah is conceived as power

* The statistics of this Psalm are : rPDK is used 19 times : being translated by

kdyiov 17 times, viz., at verses 11, 38, 50, 58, 67, 76, 82, 103, 115, 123, 133, 140,

148, 158, 162, 170, 172
;
at v. 41 it is translated to ekeoc, though some codices

read rdv Aoyov and some to kdyiov
;
at v. 154 it is translated by kdyov. 13") is used

23 times : being translated by /toyof 15 times, viz., at verses 9, 16, 17, 28, 42, 43,

49, 74, 81, 89, 101, 130, 147, 160, 161 ;
by kdyiov 4 times, viz., at verses 25, 65,

107, 109
;
by evToki/ twice, viz., at verses 57, 139 ;

by vopog at v. 105, and by kadi;

at v. 114 (though some cod. read kdyot or kdyog). Aoyiov is used 23 times : being

the translation of rrmx 17 times, viz., at verses 11, 38, 50, 58, 67, 76, 82, 103,115,

123, 133, 140, 148, 158, 162, 170, 172; of "O'! four times (25, 65, 107, 169); onon
once (124) and of tJatyo once (149). A6yo; is used 17 times : being the transla-

tion of "HT fifteen times, viz., at verses 9, 16, 17, 28, 42, 43, 49, 74, 81, 89, 101,

130, 147, 160, 161 and of rmx once (154, cf. 41), while once (42a) it is inserted

without warrant from the Hebrew.

f Delitzsch on v. 9 sq.: ‘‘The old classic (e. g., xviii. 31), alternates

throughout with
t
1"0"1

;
both are intended collectively.” Perowne on v. 11:

“Word, or rather ‘saying,’ ‘speech,’ distinct from the word employed, for

instance, in v. 9. Both words are constantly interchanged throughout the Psalm.”

X Delitzsch on v. 145-152 : “mpN is here as in verses 140, 158, the whole

Word of God, whether in its requirements or its promises.”

§ Driver on Deut. xxxii. 2 : “Only found in poetry (36 times, of which 19 are

in Ps. 119) ;
cf. I>a xxviii. 23, xxxii. 9.”

|
On this passage cf. Ron ig, Offenbarungsbegriff

,
ii. 149, 150.
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or adduced in a peculiarly solemn way (Ps. cxlvii. 18*
;
Isa. v. 24).

Perhaps the most significant passage is that in Psalm cv. 19,

where the writer would appear to contrast man’s word with God’s

word, nsiug for the former *12*1 (LXX., Xbyof) and for the latter

moN (LXX., hrfio'j) : Joseph was tried by the word of the Lord

until his own words came to pass.f Whatever implications of

superior solemnity attached to the Hebrew word ITipK, how-

ever, were not only preserved, but emphasized by the employ-

ment of the Greek term Xdycov to translate it—a term which was

inapplicable, in the nature of the case, to human words, and desig-

nated whatever it was applied to as the utterance of God. We
may see its lofty implications in the application given to it out-

side the usage of —in Num. xxiv. 4, for example, where

the very solemn description of Balaam’s deliverances—“ oracle of

the hearer of the words of God )—is rendered most

naturally <prj<rb dxuumv luyia i/ryopou. Here, one would say, we have

the very essence of the word, as developed in its classical usage,

applied to Biblical conceptions : and it is essentially this concep-

tion of the “ unspeakable oracles of God” (Sir., xxxvi. 19, [16])

that is conveyed by the word in every instance of its occurrence.

An exception has been sometimes found, to be sure, in Ps. xviii.

15 (xix. 14), inasmuch as in this passage we have the words of the

Psalmist designated as rdkuy.a :

“ And the words (ra Xbyta) of my
mouth and the meditation of my heart shall be continually before

thee for approval, 0 Lord, my help and my redeemer.” In this

passage, however—and in Isa. xxxii. 9 as rendered by Aquila,

which is similar—we would seem to have not so much an excep-

tion to the usage of ra Xoyta as otherwise known, as an extension

of it. The translators have by no means used it here of the

words of a human speaker, but of words deemed by them to be

the words of God, and called zd Xdy.a just because considered the

“ tried words of God.” This has always been perceived by the

more careful expositors. Thus Philippi]; writes :

“ Psalm xix. 14 supplies only an apparent exception, since ra Xdyta tov aro/iarog

* •' The God of Israel is the Almighty Governor of nature. It is He who sends

His fiat (irnnN after the manner of the of the history of creation, cf. xxxiii-

9), earthward The word is His messenger (cf. in cvii, 20), etc.”

Delitzsch, in loc.

t It seems certainly inadequate to render rPDN by ‘‘saying,’’ as is very fre-

quently done, e. g., by Dr. John DeWitt in his Praise Songs of Israel (we have
only the first edition at hand), by Dr. Maclaren in the cxix Psalm {Expositor’

s

Bible) and by Dr. Driver at Ps. cv. 19
;

cf. cxlvii. 15 seq. This English word
suggests nothing of the lofty implications which seem to have attached to the

Hebrew term.

1. On Rom. iii. 2.

16
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/uov there, as spoken through the Holy Spirit, may be regarded as at the same

time, %6yia deov.”

And Morrison :

*

“In Psalm xix. 15 (14) the term thus occurs: ‘let the words of my mouth
(ra ?.6yta rob ard/ea-dg gov =: from "IPX), and the meditation of my heart,

be acceptable in thy sight, O Lord, my strength and my redeemer.’ But even

here the term may be fitly regarded as having its otherwise invariable reference.

The Septuagint translator looked upon the sacred writer as giving utterance in his

Psalm

—

the words of his mouth—to diviner thoughts than his own, to the thoughts

of God Himself. He regarded him as
1 moved ’ in what he said, ‘ by the Holy

Ghost.’ ”|

In a word, we have here an early instance of what proves to be

the standing application of ra Ibyia on Hellenistic lips—its applica-

tion to the Scripture word as such, as the special word of God
that had come to them. The only ground of surprise that can

emerge with reference to its use here, therefore, is that in this

instance it occurs within the limits of the Scriptures themselves :

and this is only significant of the customary employment of the

term in this application—for, we may well argue, it was only in

sequence to such a customary employment of it that this usage could

intrude itself thus, unobserved as it were, into the Biblical text

itself.

It is scarcely necessary to do more than incidentally advert to

the occasional occurrence of loyiov= Aoyecov in the Septuagint narra-

tive, as the rendering of the Hebrew
l^’
n

’
that is, to designate

the breastplate of the high priest, which he wore when he con-

sulted Jehovah.:}: Bleek writes, to be sure, as follows :§

“How fully the notion of an utterance of God attended the word according to

the usage of the Alexandrians too is shown by the circumstance that the LXX.
employed it for the oracular breastplate of the High Priest (jtyn), Ex. xxviii. 15,

22 sq., xxix. 5, xxxix. 8 sq
;
Lev. viii. 8 ;

Sir. xlv. 12, for which hoyelov, although

found in Codd. Vat. and Alex., is apparently a later reading
;
/.oyiov, to which the

Latin translation rationale goes back, has also Josephus, Ant., iii, 7, 5, for it
:

iooi/vr/s (jBTI) uev Ka?.eirai, OT/gaivei fit rovrc Kara riyv 'WA/ijvuv y /Cirrav /oyiov
;
c.

8, 9 : odev "EAhjve$ .... rov iaaf/vtyv Xoyiov Ka/.oi-cuv • viii. 3, 8. And similarly

apparently Philo, as may be inferred from his expositions, in that he brings it

into connection with ao/of, reason, although with him too the reading varies

between the two forms: see Legg. Allegor., iii, 40, p. 83, A. B.
; § 83, p. 8, C.

Vit. Mos., ii, p. 670 C.
; \ 12, p. 672 B.; \ 13, p. 673 A. De Monarch., 1, ii, 5,

p. 824 A.”

* On Rom. iii. 2 (pp. 14, 15).

t Possibly Bleek in loc. Heh. v. 12 means the same thing when he says the word

stands here of “ the inspired religious song of the poet.”

J Ex. xxviii. 15, 22, 23, 24, 24, 26, xxix. 5, 5 A. R., xxxv. 27, xxxvi. 15,

16, 22, 24, 25, 27, 29, 29 ;
Lev. viii. 8, 8 ;

Sir. xlv. 10. Also in Aq. : Ex. xxv.

6 (7), xxviii. 4, xxxv. 9. In Sm. : Ex. xxviii. 4, 28. In Th. : Ex. xxv. 6 (7),

xxviii. 4, 23, 23, xxviii. 24, 26, 28, xxxv. 9.

§ Hebrews, pp. 115, 116, note.
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It is much more probable, however, that we have here an itacis-

tic confusion by the copyists, than an application by the Septua-

gint translators of Myiov to a new meaning. This confusion may
have had its influence on the readers of the LXX., and may have

affected in some degree their usage of the word : but it can have

no significance for the study of the use of the word by the LXX.
itself.

III. Among the readers of the Septuagint it is naturally to Philo

that we will turn with the highest expectations of light on the

Hellenistic usage of the word : and we have already seen Bleek

pointing out the influence upon him of the LXX. use of \6yiov=
koys'iov. Whatever minor influence of this kind the usage of the Sep-

tuagint may have had on him, however, Philo’s own general em-

ployment of the word carries on distinctly that of the profane authors.

In him, too, the two words -/prjafjbg and \6ywv appear as exact syn-

onyms, interchanging repeatedly with each other, to express

what is in the highest sense the word of God, an oracle from

heaven. The only real distinction between his usage of these

words and that of profane authors arises from the fact that to

Philo nothing is an oracle from heaven, a direct word of God,

except what he found within the sacred books of Israel.* And

* It is not intended to deny that Philo recognized a certain divine influence work-

ing beyond the limits of Scripture : but he does this without prejudice to his su-

preme regard for the Scriptures as the only proper oracles of God. At the opening of

the tractate Quod Omn. Prob. Lib. (ft 1, M. 444, 445), he gives expression in the

most exalted terms to his appreciation of the value of Greek thought : the Pythago-

reans are a most sacred brotherhood (iepuraroc; d/aaof) whose teachings are KaXa,

and all men who have genuinely embraced philosophy ( (f>Aooo<j>iav yvr/olug i/OTraoav-

ro) have found one of their Aoyoi a &eo/j.ov ioov/j.evov xfJ,/a/
lV- Elsewhere he speaks

of Parmenides, Empedocles, Zeno and Cleanthes and their like as “divi homines ”

constituting a “sacer coetus ” (De Prov., §48), who did not cast their teachings

in verse only because it was fitting that they should not be quite gods (De Prov.,

ft 42). But even here the is the standard to which their teaching is only

likened : with all their wisdom they fall short of deity
;
and it is the utterance of

deity alone which is “oracular”—and this utterance is discernible only in the

Scriptures of the Jews. We venture to quote here the statements of Prof. James
Drummond (

Philo Judaeus, i, pp. 13 sq) : The Scriptures “were the ‘oraoles, ’

the ‘sacred’ or ‘divine word,’ whose inspiration extended to the most minute

particulars. Philo distinguishes indeed different kinds of inspiration, but the

distinction did not affect its divine authority Communion between God
and man is among the permanent possibilities of our race ; and Philo goes so far

as to say that every good and wise man has the gift of prophecy, while it is impos-

sible for the wicked man to become an interpreter of God
( Quis rer. div. heres.

52 [i, 510]). It is true that he is referring here primarily to the good men in the

Scriptures, but he seems to regard them as representatives of a general law. He
did not look upon himself as a stranger to this blessed influence, but sometimes
‘ a more solemn word ’ spoke from bis own soul, and he ventured to write down
what it said to him ( Cherubim , 9 [i, 143]). In one passage he fully records his
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the only confusing element in liis usage springs from the fact that

the whole contents of the Jewish sacred books are to him “ ora-

cles,” the word of God; so that he has no nomenclature by which

the oracles recorded in the Scriptures may be distinguished from

the oracles which the Scriptures as such are. He has no higher

words than hoyiov and xpr)<rpu<z by which to designate the words of

God which are recorded in the course of the Biblical narrative :

he can use no lower words than these to designate the several

passages of Scripture he adduces, each one of which is to him a

direct word of God. Both of these uses of the words may be
illustrated from his writings almost without limit. A few in-

stances will suffice.

In the following, the “ oracle ” is a “ word of God ” recorded

in theScriptures**
:

“ For he inquires whether the man is still coming hither, and the sacred oracle

answers (
a-oKpivercu rd Xoycov), ‘He is hidden among the stufi ’ (1 Sam. x. 22)

”

(De Mujrat. Abrah., § 36, pp. 418 E). “For after the wise man heard the oracle

which being divinely given said (dec-iodevroc Xoyiov roiovrov) ‘ Thy reward is

exceeding great ’ (Gen. xv. 1 ), he inquired, saying And yet who would not

have been amazed at the dignity and greatness of him who delivered this oracle

(rot XPWPV dovvTog) ? ” ( Quis rer. div. her., § 1, pp. 481 D). “And he (God)

mentions the ministrations and services by which Abraham displayed his love to

his master in the last sentence of the divine oracle given to his son (
aKpore/Hnov

Xxryiov tov xpr/odivTor avrov -u> vlel)
( Quis rer. div. her. % 2, pp. 482 E). “To him

(Abraham), then, being conscious of such a disposition, an oracular command sud-

denly comes (deff-ge-at XAyiov), which was never expected (Gen. xxii. 1) . . . .

and without mentioning the oracular command (ro Xoyiov) to anyone . . .
.”

( De Abrah., § 32, P., p. 373 E). “[Moses] had appointed his brother high-

priest in accordance with the will of God that had been declared unto him (Kara

ra xpV^evra X6yia ”
)

( De Vita Moysis, iii, 21, P., p. 569 D). “Moses ....
being perplexed .... besought God to decide the question and to announce his

decision to him by an oracular command {xPPc

T

MV)- And God listened to his

entreaty and gave him an oracle (/.6yiov -deom^ei) We must proceed to

relate the oracular commands (Xdyia xpoadevra). He says .... (Num. ix. 10)”

(De Vila Moysis, iii, 30, P., p. 687 D). “And Balaam replied, All that I have

hitherto uttered have been oracles and words of God (Xdyia nal XP’I^P01 ), but what

I am going to say are merely the suggestions of my own mind Why do

you give counsel suggesting things contrary to the oracles of God (role xpvay*>is)

experience (Migrat . Abrah., 7 [i, 441]) Elsewhere he refers to the sugges-

tions of the Spirit which was accustomed to commune with him unseen (De

Somniis, ii, 38 [i, 692]) But he ascribed to the Biblical writers a fullness of

this divine enthusiasm, and consequent infallibility of utterance, which he claimed

for no others.”

* Yonge’s translation (in Bohn’s Ecclesiastical Library) is made use of in these

citations. The paging of Mangey is often given and sometimes that of the Paris

edition : but the edition of Richter is the one that has been actually used. The
shortcomings of Yonge’s translation (cf. Edersheim’s article, Philo, in Smith and

Wace’s Dictionary of Christian Biography, iv, 367 A, Note o), will be evident

to the reader
;
but when important for our purpose will be correctable from the

Greek clauses inserted.
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unless indeed that your counsels are inore powerful than his decrees (loyiuv) ?
”

(De Vita Moysis, i, 53, P., p. 647 D). “Was it not on this account that when
Cain fancied he had offered up a blameless sacrifice an oracle (Xoyinv) came to him?
- . . . And the oracle is as follows (to' dr loyidv kori roidvbe) (Gen. iv. 7)” {De

Agricult., $ 29, M. i, 319). “And a proof of this may be found in the oracular

answer given by God (to thczic&iv /.oyiov) to the person who asked what name he

had : ‘I am that I am ’ ” (De Somniis, $ 40, M. 1, 655). “But when he became

improved and was about to have his name changed, he then became a man born of

God (av&puiroc dcod) according to the oracle that was delivered to him (/card to

Xpw&iv avru 16yiov), ‘lam thy God ’ ” (De Gigant., \ 14, M. 1, 271). “For
which reason, a sacred inj unction to the following purport (bio nal Myiov ixppaih}

tu co<j>L> Toiovde) ‘Go thou up to the Lord, thou and Aaron,’ etc. (Gen. xxiv. i).

And the meaning of this injunction is as follows: ‘Go thou up, O soul’ ” (De

Migrat. Abrah., $ 31, M. 1, 462). “For which account an oracle of the all-

merciful God has been given (Ibyiov rov lieu xhov peor'uv yyepbrrjTog) full of gentle-

ness, which shadows forth good hopes to those who love instruction in these times,

‘I will never leave thee nor forsake thee’ (Jos i. 5)” (De Confus. Ling., \ 32,

M. i, 430). “Do you not recollect the case of the soothsayer Balaam? He is

represented as hearing the oracles of God
(
\6yia Seov) and as having received

knowledge from the Most High, but what advantage did he reap from such hear-

ing, and what good accrued to him from such knowledge?” (De Matat. Ffomi-

num, $ 37). “ There are then a countless number of things well worthy of being

displayed and demonstrated
;
and among them one which was mentioned a little

while ago
;
for the oracle (to 1oyiov) calls the persou who was really his grand-

father, the father of the practiser of virtue, and to him who was really his father it

has not given any such title
;
for it says, ‘ I am the Lord God of Abraham, thy

Father ’ (Gen. xxviii. 41), ami in reality he was his grandfather, and, again, ‘ the

God of Isaac, ’ not adding this time, ‘thy Father’ (Gen. xxviii. 13) (De Somniis,

i, $ 27). ‘‘And there is something closely resembling this in the passage of Scrip-

ture (lit. the oracle: to xP’l^ev Aoyiov) concerning the High Priest (Lev. xvi.

17)” (De Somniis, ii, $ 34).

On the other hand, in the following instances, the reference is

distinctly to Scripture as such :

“And the following oracle given with respect to Enoch (to xPVd'Sev cttI ’Evux

Ibyiov) proves this :
‘ Enoch pleased God and he was not found ’ (Gen. v. 24)

”

(De Mutat. Mom., \ 4).

It is a portion of the narrative Scriptures which is thus adduced.

“ But let us stick to the subject before us and follow the Scripture (aKoAovd-i/o-

arTff tu Aoyiu) and say that there is such a thing as wisdom existing, and that he

who loves wisdom is wise ’’ (do.).

Here to Uywj is either Scripture in general, or, perhaps more
probably, the passage previously under discussion and still in

mind (Gen. v. 24).

“ Aaprvpel Se poi loyiov to xP’P^ev kirl rov ’A(Spaap robe, 1 He came into the place

of which the Lord God had told him
;
and having looked up with his eyes, he saw

the place afar off (Gen. xxii. 4)
’ ” (De Somniis, i, 11).

This narrative passage of Scripture is here cited as loyiov zb

(pr]ff9iv.

“ This is a boast of a great and magnanimous soul, to rise above all creation, and
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to overleap its boundaries and to cling to the great uncreated God above, according

to his sacred commands (/card rdf 'tepac vxfn/yi/oeic) in which we are expressly

enjoined ‘to cleave unto him’ (Deut. xxx. 20). Therefore he in requital bestows

himself as their inheritance upon those who do cleave unto him and who serve him
without intermission

; and the sacred Scripture (/6ytov) bears its testimony in

behalf of these, when it says, ‘The Lord himself is his inheritance ’ (Deut. x. 9)’’

(De Gongressu erud. grat ., \ 24, p. 443).

Here the anarthrous Mytov is probably to be understood of “ a

passage of Scripture ”—viz., that about to be cited.

“ Moreover site (Consideration) confirmed this opinion of hers by the sacred

scriptures (xpgatnif), one of which ran in this form (rid ycv roup Sc—without verb)

(Deut. iv. 4) She also confirmed her statement by another passage in

scripture of the following purport (erepij Tougde xp'/upv) (Deut. xxx. 15) ....
and in another passage we read (/cod iv iripoic) (Deut. xxx. 20). And again this is

what the Lord himself hath said .... (Lev. x. 3) .... as it is also said in the

Psalms (Ps. cxiii. 25) .... but Cain, that shameless man, that parricide, is no-

where spoken of in the Law (ovSapov -ijt; vnpodcotac) as dying : but there is an

oracle delivered respecting him in such words as these (a/./ a kui /.dyiov cotiv h
avrip xpyo&ev roiovro): ‘ The Lord God put a mark upon Cain ’ (Gen. iv. 10) ” (De
Profug ., I 11, M. i, 555).

HerS it is questionable whether “ the Law ”
(ft vogoHaola) is not

broad enough to include all the passages mentioned—from Genesis,

Leviticus and the Psalms—as it is elsewhere made to include

Joshua {Be AJiyrat. Abrah ., § 32, M. i, 46-i. See Kyle
: p. xix).

At all events, whatever is in this vopo&eoia is a yprjcMv /.oyiov : the

passage more particularly adduced being a narrative one.

“After the person who loves virtue seeks a goat by reason of his sins, but does

not find one; for already as the sacred scripture tells us (<jf 6rf/xn to /oyiov), ‘It

hath been burnt ’ (Lev. x. 16) .... Accordingly the scripture says (gr/civ ovv 6

Xpr/apdc) that Moses ‘ sought and sought again,’ a reason for repentance for his sins

in mortal life .... on which account it is said iu the scripture (Sid /.rycrai)

(Lev. xvi. 20)” ( De Profug ., \ 28, M. i, 569).

Here ™ /.oyiov seems to mean not so much a passage in Scripture as

“Scripture” in the abstract: Lev. x. 16 not being previously

quoted in this context. The same may be said of the reference of

6 ypr^poi in the next clause and of the simple teyezai lower down
—the interest of the passage turning on the entire equivalence of

the three modes of adducing Scripture.

“ This then is the beginning and preface of the prophecies of Moses under the

influence of inspiration (rf/c iv&ovmaopob -pogi/relac Mui'oeeuc). After this he prophe-

sied (dEffTrge/) .... about food .... being full of inspiration (f/r/dr/aaaf)-

.... Some thiuking, perhaps, that what was said to them was not an oracle

(oi) xPTial
l0VC) But the father established the oracle by his prophet (to

Myiov tov TTpotpr/rov) He gave a second instance of his prophetical

inspiration in the oracle (/oyiov, anarthrous) which he delivered about

the seventh day” (De Vit. Moysis, iii, 35 and 36).

“And the holy oracle that has been given (to xppvdcv ?.6ytov = “ the delivered

oracle;” Ryle, “the utterance of the oracle”) will bear witness, which expressly

says that he cried out loudly and betrayed clearly by his cries what he had suf-
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fered from the concrete evil, that is from the body ” ( Quod det. pot. insid., $ 14,

M. I., 200).

Here the narrative in Gen. iv, somewhat broadly taken, including

vers. 8 and 10, is called rd yp-r)<jdh 16-yiov.

“There is also something like this in the sacrel scriptures where the account of

the creation of the universe is given and it is expressed more distinctly (ro irapa-

Tr/ir/ciov mi iv role irepi rr/; rov navroe yEveaeuc "Xoyioie Kepiixerai ar/peuvSea-

repov). For it is sa :d to the wicked man, l O thou man, that hast sinned; cease

to sin’ (Gen. iv. 7)” {Be Sobriet., $ 10, M. 1, 400).

Here there is a formal citation of a portion of Scripture, viz., the

portion “ concerning the creation of the universe,” which means,

probably, the Book of Genesis (see Ryle’s Philo and Holy Scrip-

ture
,
p. xx); and this is cited as made up of “ declared oracles,”

Iv rot? ypyafteTai Xoyim?. The Book of Genesis is thus to Philo a

body of ypvjff&ivra h'ryia.

“And this is the meaning of the oracle recorded in Deuteronomy (Trap' o mt ?oyi6v

tort roiovrov avayeypappivov iv Aevrepovophp), ‘ Behold I have pat before thy face life

and death, good and evil ’ ”
(
Quod Beus Immut., § 10, M. i, 280).

Here the “ oracle ” is a “ written ” thing
;
and it is written in a

well-known book of oracles, viz., in
“ Deuteronomy,” the second

book of the Law. This book, and of course the others like it,

consists of written oracles.

“And the words of scripture show this, in which (b//Aol 6i to Mytov iv u) it is dis-

tinctly stated that ‘ they bath of them went together, and came to the plain which

God had mentioned to them (Gen. xxii. 3)” (Be Migrat. Abrah ., $ 39, M. i, 462).

“And for this reason the following Scripture has been given to men (Sib 16yiov

ixp//ad/] tolovSe), ‘Batura to the linl of thy father and to thy family, and I will

be with thee’ (Gen. xxxi. 3) ” (Be Migrat. Abrah. $ 6, M. i, 440).

Here, though the words are spoken in the person of God, the

generalized use of them seems to point to their Scriptural expres-

sion as the main point.

“ Moses chose to deliver each of the ten commandments (imarov &e<rnr'i£etv ru

v

dim Aoyiuv) iu such a form as if they were addressed not to many persons but to

one” (Be Becem Oracul., Kepi rb>v Aina Aoyiuv, \ 10).

“And the sacred scripture
(
Idyiov

,
anarthrous) bears its testimony in behalf of

this assertion, when it says :
‘ The Lord himself is his inheritance ’ (Deut. x. 9)”

(Be Congr. Erud. Grat., % 24, M. i, 558).

“For there is a passage iu the word of God (loyiov yap iariv) that .... (Lev.

xxvi. 3) ” (Be praem. et poen., % 17, M. ii, 424).

Both classes of passages thus exist in Philo’s text in the greatest

abundance—no more those which speak of words of God recorded

in Scripture as ).6yia than those which speak of the words of Scrip-

ture as such as equally Xdyta. ISTor are we left to accord the two

classes of passages for ourselves. Philo himself, in what we
may call an even overstrained attempt at systematization, elabo-
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rately explains how lie distinguishes »the several kinds of matter

which confront him in Scripture. The fullest statement is prob-

ably that in the De Vita Moysis
,

iii, 23 (Mangey, ii, 163). Here
he somewhat artificially separates three classes of “oracles,” all

having equal right to the name. It is worth while to transcribe

enough of the passage to set its essential contents clearly before

us. He is naturally in this place speaking directly of Moses

—as indeed commonly in his tracts, which are confined, .generally

speaking, to an exposition of the Pentateuch : but his words will

apply also to the rest of the “ sacred books,” which he uniformly

treats as the oracles of God alike with the Pentateuch.* He
writes :

“ Having shown that Moses was a most excellent king and lawgiver and high

priest, I come in the last place to show that he was also the most illustrious of the

prophets
(
irpotyrruv). I am not unaware, then, that all the things that are written

in the sacred books aie oracles delivered by him (wf rravra eioi xpvouol boa ev ~af

kpa'tg pijiXoLg avayh/pa-n-ai. 61 a'vrov): and I will set forth what more particularly

concerns him, when I have first mentioned this one point, namely, that of the

sacred oracles (twv Tioyluv) some are represented as delivered in the person of God
by His interpreter, the divine prophet [in ~pooi>~ov tov deal- 6i’ ipyr/viuc; rov deov

npoftr/Tov), while others are put in the form of question and answer (ck -evoeoc ml
a-oKpLOEUQ idec-io&r/), and others are delivered by Moses in his own character, as a

divinely prompted lawgiver possessed by divine inspiration (« -poou-ov ^lui<oh>c

i'Tii&eidoavTog ml ii; ahrov mraoxedivTot;).

“Therefore all the earliest [Gr. repura = the first of the three classes enu-

merated] oracles are manifestations of the whole of the divine virtues and espe-

cially of that merciful and boundless character by means of which He trains all

men to virtue, and especially the race which is devoted to His service, to which

He lays open the road leading to happiness. The second class have a sort of mix-

ture and communication (/nftv ml mivuviav) in them, the prophet asking informa-

*Cf. on this matter Edeksheiji in Smith and Wace’s Dictionary of Christian

Biography, art. “ Philo ” (Vol. iv, pp. 336, 387) : The only books “ of which it may
with certainty be said that they are not referred to by Philo, are Esther aud the

Song of Solomon. The reference to Ecclesiastes is very doubtful, much more so

than that to Daniel (p. 387 a).” Cf. also Ryle, Philo and Holy Scripture, pp.

xvi-xxxv :
“ It is abundantly clear that to Philo the Pentateuch was a Bible within

a Bible, and that he only occasionally referred to other books, whose sanctity he

acknowledged, as opportunity chanced to present itself ”(p. xxvii). Cf. also Ewald,
History of Israel, E. T., vii, 204, 205: “Although he uses, and generally in the

order in which they are now found in the Hebrew Canon, the other books much
less gradati'm than the Pentateuch, their authors are, nevertheless, considered by

him as of equal holiness and divinity with Moses, and inasmuch as from his whole

view and treatment of the Scriptures, he can attribute but little importance to their

authors as authors, or to their names and temporal circumstances, he likes to call

them all simply friends, or associates, or disciples of Moses, or prefers still more to

quote the passage to which he refers simply as a sacred song, sacred word, etc.”

“It is only the books which we now find collected in the Hebrew Canon which he

regarded as holy, and he was both sufficiently learned and careful not to rank all

the others which were at that time gradually appended to the Greek Bible upon

an equality with them.” Cf. also Lee, The Inspiration of Holy Scripture, pp.

69, 70.
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tion on the subjects as to which he is in difficulty and God answering him and

instructing him. The third sort are attributed to the lawgiver, God having given

him a share in His prescient power by means of which he is enabled to foretell the

future.

“Therefore we must for the present pass by the first
;
for they are too great to

be adequately praised by auy man, as indeed they could scarcely be panegyrized

worthily by the heaven itself and the nature of the universe
;
and they are also

uttered by the mouth, as it were, of an interpreter (sal a'/.lug Xiyerai ihaavel 61
'

tp/jqveug). But (tie) interpretation and prophecy differ from one another. And
concerning the second kind I will at once endeavor to explain the truth, connect-

ing with them the third species also, in which the inspired character (iv&ovoubtieg)

of the speaker is shown, according to which he is most especially and appropri-

ately looked upon as a prophet.”*

A somewhat different distribution of material—now from the point

of view, not of mode of oracular delivery, but of nature of con-

tents—is given at the opening of the tract De prxm. et poen. (§ 1,

init.)

:

“We find then that in the sacred oracles delivered by the prophet Moses (tuv tiia

tov Kpoit>/jrov Muvaeug Xoyiuv) there are three separate characters : for a portion of

them relates to the creation of the world, a portion is historical, and the third por-

tion is legislative. : ’

Accordingly in the tract De Leyat. ad Caium
, § 31 (Mangey, ii,

577), we are told of the high esteem the Jews put on their laws :

“For looking upon their laws as oracles directly given to them by God Himself

(&edxpwra '/Qp Xbyia rove; vopovg eivai vTToXafj.p6.vovTeg) and having been instructed in

this doctrine from their earliest infancy, they bear in their souls the images of the

commandments contained in these laws as sacred.”

By the side of this passage should be placed doubtless another

* Compare Ewald, The History of Israel, E. T., vii, 203, 204 :
“ The sacred

Scriptures are to Philo so immediately divine and holy, that he consistently finds

in them simply the divine word rather than Scripture, and therefore really every-

where speaks less of the Sacred Scriptures than of divine oracles [,tpi/opot, 16yia~\ of

which they were wholly composed, or, when he desires to designate them

briefly as a whole, of the sacred and divine Word, as if the same Logos, of whom
he speaks so much elsewhere, were symbolized and incorporated in them for all

time, as far as that is possible in a book [d iepbg, more rarely 6 deiog Xoyog, likewise

6 bp&og Aoyog (e. </., ij 308, 27
;
681, 17; comp, esp., ii, 163, 44) is the expression

which he constantly uses in this case
;

comp. esp. i, 676, 37 sq.
;

677, 12].

It is true that in the case of the general subject matter, of the Pentateuch for

instance, he makes a certain distinction, inasmuch as some of the oracles came to

the prophet, as a mere interpreter directly as from the presence and voice of God
alone, while others are revealed to him by God in answer to his interrogations, and

again others have their origin in himself when in an inspired state of mind. But;

he makes this threefold distinction simply because he found it in reading particular

passages of the Bible, and not with a view of further reflecting upon it and draw-

ing inferences from it. On the contrary, he regards and treats all the sentences

and words of the Scripture as on a perfect equality and teaches expressly that

sacred Scripture must be interpreted and applied, as forming even to its smallest

particles, one inseparable whole [cf. esp. Audi., ii, 170, 212 sq.
;
in other respects,

cf. i, 554, 14, and many other passages of a similar character].”
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from tlie De Vita Contemplativa
, § 3, since it appears that we

may still look on this tract as Philo’s :

“And in every house there is a sacred shrine .... Studying in that place the

laws and sacred oracles of God enunciated by the holy prophets (v6pov; mi /.6yia

detmitr&evra d/a rrpotpr/riiv) and hymns and psalms and all kinds of other things by
reason of which knowledge and piety are increased and brought to perfection.”

It is not strange that out of such a view of Scripture Philo

should adduce every part of it alike as a Xdy.o-j. Sometimes, to

be sure, his discrimination of its contents into classes shows itself in

the formulae of citation : and we should guard ourselves from being

misled by this. Thus, for example, he occasionally quotes a

Xoyiov “ from the mouth (or ‘ person ’) of God ”—which does not

mean that Scriptures other than these portions thhs directly

ascribed to God as speaking, are less oracular than these, but onlv

that these are oracles of his first class—those that “ are repre-

sented as delivered from the person of God (2x -poawrou rob Ifsob)

by his interpreter, the divine prophet.” A single instance or two

will suffice for examples :

“And the sacred oracle which is delivered as ” [dele “ as ”] “ from the mouth ’ ’

[or “ person ”] “ of the ruler of the universe (/oyiov ek rpoodrov denricdiv roi raw

ii/.cjv t/yepovoc) speaks of the proper name of God as never having been revealed to

anyone* when God is represented as saying, ‘ For I have not shown them my name ’

(Gen. vi. 3)” (De Matat. Nom., § 2). ‘‘And the oracles” (oi xppupoi which is a

standing term for ‘ the Scriptures ’ in Philo) “ bear testimony, in which it is said to

Abraham ek ttpoodrrov roi dcob (Gen. xvii. 1) ” (ditto, $ 5). “And he (Jeremiah

the prophet) like a man very much under the influence of inspiration (<1 re -a

ttoA/m ivdovoiuv) uttered an oracle in the character of God (xppopdv r/va e^eirre in

irpoou-ov roi 19eoi) speaking in this manner to most peaceful virtue :
‘ Hast thou

not called me as thy house ’ etc. (Jer. iii. 4)” (De Cherub., % 14, M. i, 148).

The other oracles, delivered not £/. rzpoaw-oo rob (teob but in dialogue

or in the person of the prophet, are, however, no less oracular or

authoritative. To Philo all that is in Scripture is oracular, every

passage is a Xdyiov, of whatever character or length
;
and the whole,

as constituted of these oracles, is ra Xdyia
,
or perhaps even rd /.by.o >

—

the mass of logia or one continuous logion.

It is not said, be it observed, that Philo’s sole mode of desig-

nating Scripture, or even his most customary mode, is as rd h'ryia.

As has already been stated, he used yprypo? equally freely with

Xdyiov for passages of Scripture, and oi ypr^poi apparently even more

frequently than rd Idyia for the body of Scripture. Instances of the

use of the two terms interchangeably in the same passage have

already been incidentally given.f A very few passages will

* The translation here is unusually expanded : the Greek runs A;//.o< 6e nai ~r

.

t. 7t, i?. r. r. o. i/. rrepi roi pr/devi dedr/'/.iiodai bvopa ri airoi Evpiov, nr/..

f De Profug., 11 and 28 ;
De Vita Moysis, i, 53 ;

iii, 23, 30, 35, 36.
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suffice to illustrate his constant use of yp-gapds and ui ypr^poi sepa-

rately.

In the following instances he adduces passages of Scripture,

each as a yprjirp.os

:

“On this account also the oracle (6 xp//cp.6g) -which hears testimony against the

pretended simplicity of Cain says, ‘You do not think as you say ’ (Gen. iv. 15)”

( Quod clet. potiori insid., $ 45, M. i, 223). ‘‘And of the supreme authority of

the living God, the sacred scripture is a true witness (o ypr/apog a />/&//€ paprvp)

which speaks thus (Lev. xxv. 23)” (De Cherub ., $ 31, M. i, 153). “For a man
will come forth, says the word of God (y?/oiv 6 xpv<ru.6g) leading a host and warring

furiously, etc. (Num. xxiv. 7)” (De Proem, et Poen., § 16, M. ii, 423). “And the

sacred scripture bears witness to this fact (fiaprvpel he 6 Trepl vovruv xp’/vp-bg') :.for it

says (Num. xxiii. 19)” (De Migrat. Abrdh., \ 20, M. i, 454). “ For though there

was a sacred scripture (xpyapov yap urrog) that ‘There should be no harlot among
the daughters of the seer, Israel’ (Gen. xxxiv. 1, Deut. xxiii. 15)” (De Migrat.

Abrah., $ 39, M. i, 472). “And witness is borne to this assertion by the scripture

(
papTvp he Kal xp>Np6c) in which it is said :

‘ I will cause to live,’ etc. (Deut. xxxii.

39)” (De Somniis. ii, 45, M. i, 698). “ The oracle (<i XP’/C

7

Mg) given to the all-wise

Moses, in which these words are contained” (Quod det. pot. insid.. $ 34, M. i,

215). “ Which also the oracle (6 xpv^pbg) said to Cain ” (do., $ 21). “And I know
that this illustrious oracle was formerly delivered from the mouth of the prophet

(c?6pa?i h' olha irore npo^tjTiKip fiemnadevTa hia-vpov roi6vhe xPVapov), ‘Thy fruit,’ etc.,

(Hos. xiv. 9)” (De Mutat. Nom., \ 24, M. ii, 599). In this last case it is to be

noticed that the “oracle” is taken from Hosea : the corresponding passage in De
Plant. Noe., § 33, M. 1, 350, should be compared : “And with this assertion, this

oracle delivered by one of the prophets is consistent, etc. (Hos. xiv. 11) (rouru

sal napa tlvl tuv Tvfwtfu/ruv xpvadiv avvdhei rohe).”

Two other passages may be adduced for their inherent interest.

The first from De Profug ., § 32 (M. i, 573), where we read :

“There are passages written in the sacred scriptures ( oi araypayer?eg xpvopoi)

which give proof of these things. What they are we must now consider. Now in

the very beginning of the history of the law there is a passage to the following

effect (Gen. ii. 6) (alherai ?tg kv apxy ?VS vopo&eoiag pe?a ?i/v Koapouodav eb&vg raidahe).’'

Here there is a precise designation where, among “ the written

yp-rjapoif a certain one (ns) of them may be found, viz., in the

beginning of “ The Legislation ” immediately after “ The Crea-

tion” (cf. Ryle, p. xxi, note 1). The other is from the first

book of the De Somniis
, § 27 (M. i, 646) :

“ These things are not my myth, but an oracle (xp'/apoc) written on the sacred

tables (iv ?alg lepalg avaysypappivog a?ffhaig~), For it says (Gen. xlvi. 1).”

This passage in Genesis is thus an oracle “ written in the sacred

tablets ”—and thus this phrase emerges as one of Philo’s names

for the Scriptures. Elsewhere we read somewhat more precisely :

“Now these are those men who have lived irreproachably and admirably, whose

virtues are durably and permanently recorded as on pillars in the sacred scrip-

tures (e>v ?ag ape?ag iv ralg lepu?d?aig koTr/hCTeva&ai ypaydig oi'pfiepr/Kev)” (De Abrall.,

1, M. ii, 2). “ There isalsoin another place the following sentence (ypappa ) deeply

engraven (iaTr/hirevpevov) ,
(Deut. xxxii. 8)” (De Congr. Erud. Grat., I 12, M. i*

527 ).
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The “ Scriptures” thus bear to Philo a monumental character:

thev are a body of oracles written, and more—a body of oracles

permanently engraved to be a lasting testimony forever.

The designations for Scripture in Philo are, indeed, somewhat

various—such as tepa't ypa<pai ( Quis rerum div. heres
, § 32 M. i,

495); Upal fiiftXoi (
Quod det. pot. insid

., § 44, i, 222); ra Upa

ypappaza
(
Leyat . ad Caium., § 29, ii, 574). But probably none

are used so frequently as, on the one hand, Xoyos, with various

adjectival enhancements—such as 6 npotprjTtxds X6yo$
( De Plantat.

Noe
, § 28, M. i 137), 6 flsio? X.6yo?

(
Legy . Alley., iii, § 3, M. i, 89

;

De Mutat. Nom., § 20
;
De Somniis, i, 33, ii, 37), and d hpds X.byo;

{De Ebriet., § 36, M. i, 380
;
De Mut. Nominum

, § 38; De Somniis,

i, 14, 22, 33, 35, 37, 39, 42
;

ii, 4, 9, 37, etc.); and especially, on

the other hand, of ip-gopoi, occurring at times with extraordinary

frequency.* Some passages illustrative of this last usage are the

following :

“ For the saored Scriptures (ol xp'/ogol) say that ho entered into the darkness”

(De Mutat. Nom., $2). “ But the sacred oracles (pi xp’/ouot
)
are witnesses of that

in which Abraham is addressed (the words being put in the mouth of God), (iv oi(

Xeye-ai rip ’Afipadp he ttpoou-ov rob deov) (Gen. xvii. 1)” (do. $ 5). “And these

are not my words only but those of the most holy scriptures (xp>/opd>v rui> iepararuv,

—anarthrous to bring out the quality in contrast to epos pbdog), in which certain

persons are introduced as saying . ... ” (do. $ 23). Of Isaiah xlviii. 22 it is

said in do. % 31 : Xdyog yap ovtuf /cat xpOaP^ ton detof. “Accordingly the Holy

scriptures (oi xppopoi) tell us that . . . . ” (do. \ 36). “Therefore the sacred

scriptures (ol xpvopol) represent Leah as hated” (do. \ 44) “ For she is repre-

sented by the sacred oracles (Ad tijv xP’I^P^ v
) as having left off all womanly ways

(Gen. xviii. 12)” (De Ebrietat. § 14, M. i, 365). “On which account the holy

scripture (ol xppopoi) very beautifully represent it as ‘a little city and yet not a

little one’ ” (De Abrah., % 31, M. ii, 25). “Therefore the sacred scriptures (ol

Xpnopol) say (Gen. xxiv. 6)” (De Sobriet., % 4, M. i, 395). “According as the

sacred scriptures (ol xpwpol) testify, in which it is said (Ex. viii. 1)” (De Confus.

Ling., \ 20, M. i, 419). “On which account it is said in the sacred scriptures

(ev xpwpoig) (Deut. vii. 7)” (De Migrat. Abrah., \ 11, M. i, 415). “ God having

drawn up and confirmed the proposition, as the Scriptures (ol xpiopoi) show, in

which it is expressly stated that (Deut. xxx. 4 )” (De Confus. Ling., § 38 M. i,

435).

When we combine these passages with those in which X6y.o»

occurs it will probably not seem too much to say that the domi-

nant method of conceiving the Bible in Philo’s mind was as a

book of oracles. Whether he uses the word Xdyiov or xprjopos, it

is, of course, all one to him. Indeed, that nothing should be

lacking he occasionally uses also other synonyms. For example,

here is an instance of the Homeric word itso-p6r.iov cropping out

:

* Philo’s designations of Scripture have been collected by Cl. Frees Horxe-
mann, in his Observationones ad illustr. doctr. de Can. V. T. ex. Ptnlone

(1775) ;
more briefly by Eiciihorx in his Einl. in d. A. Test.; and in a not

altogether complete or exact list by Ryle, Philo and Holy Scripture.
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“ For there is extant an oracle delivered to the wise man in

which it is said (Lev. xxvi. 12), (
xai effrt yprjdd-k^ rip irotpuj deonpo-iov

iv a UyeTaiy' (De Somniis
,
i, § 23). And this oracular conception of

Scripture is doubtless the reason why it is so frequently quoted

in Philo by the subjectless <prj<ri, Uysi, Uyerai (instead of, say,

ytypanrat). There are in general, speaking broadly, three ways in

which one fully accepting the divine origin and direct divine

authority of Scripture may habitually look upon it. He may
think of it as a library of volumes and then each volume is likely

to be spoken of by him as a ypa<pij and the whole, because the collec-

tion of volumes, as a[ ypa<pai, or, when the idea of its unity is promi-

nently in mind, as itself g ypa<pij. On the other hand, the sense of

its composite character may be somewhat lost out of habitual

thought, swallowed up in the idea of its divine unity, and then its

several sentences or passages are apt to be thought and spoken of

as each a ypdppa
,
and the whole, because made up of these sentences

or passages, as rd ypdppara. Or, finally, the sense of the direct divine

utterance of the whole to the soul, and of its immediate divine

authority, may overshadow all else and the several sentences or pas-

sages of the book be each conceived as an unmediated divine word

coming directly to the soul—and then each passage is likely to

be called a kdyiov or yp-gtr/iog, and the whole volume, because the sum
of these passages, rd loyta or ol yp-qapoL—or occasionally, when
its unity is prominently in mind, one great to Xdycov or \6 yp-gagu?.

Each of these three ways of looking at the Scriptures of the Old

Testament finds expression in Philo,* in Josephus and in the Hew
Testament. But it is the last that is most characteristic oHthe
thought of Philo, and the first possibly of the writers of the Hew
Testament : f while perhaps we may suspect that the intermediate

* As to ypacfia t, see Quis rerum div. heres, \ 32 (Mangey, i, 495), Trap’ 6 nal f.v

lepalg yoaipaig Ahyerat De Abrah., § 1 (M. ii, 2), “Now these are those men who
have lived irreproachably .... whose virtues are durably and permanently

recorded as on pillars, ev raig iepurdraig ypatpalg.” As to ypagpa, ypappara
,
see De

Congr. Erud. Grat., § 12 (M. i, 527),
r
Eor« Se Kal kripude rd ypappa tovto kcjrr/XiTEvpe-

vov (Deut. xxxii. 8);” Quod Deus Tmmut., § 2 (M. i, 273), “For in the first

book of Kings (= 1 Sam. i. 20), she (Hannah) speaks in this manner: ‘I give

him (Samuel) unto thee freely,’ the expression here used being equivalent to ‘I

give him unto thee whom thou hast given unto me,’ nara to lepurarov Mcjutreug ypdp/m

tovto, ‘ My gifts and my offerings, and my firstfruits, ye shall observe to offer unto

me
;

’ ” Legat. ad Caium, \ 29 (M. ii, 574), “ You have never been trained in the

knowledge of the sacred Scriptures (roZg Upo7g ypappamv
) ;

” De Vita M. iii, 39 ;
etc.

f In the New Testament ypappa does not occur in the sense of a passage of Scripture

—as indeed rd ypcippara occurs of Scripture only in 2 Tim. iii. 15, cf. John v. 47. The
place of ypappa in this sense is taken in the New Testament by ypaijrr/, though it is

extreme to say with Lightfoot on Gal. iii. 22 (cf. Westcott on John ii. 22) that

ypa<f>fj always in the New Testament refers to a particular passage. On the other

hand this use of ypa<j>>/ is far from peculiar to the New Testament as seems to he
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one was most congenial to the thought of Josephus, who, as a man of

affairs and letters rather than of religion, would naturally

envisage the writings of the Old Testament rather as documents

than as oracles.

From this survey we may be able to apprehend with some accu-

racy Philo’s place in the development of the usage of the word

koytov. lie has received it directly from profane Greek as one of a

series of synonyms—kdycov, %py]fffi/is, <Iso—pdmov, etc.—denoting a

direct word from God, an “ oracle.” lie has in no way modified

its meaning except in so far as a heightening of its connotation

was inseparable from the transference of it from the frivolous and

ambiguous oracles of heathendom to the revelations of the God
of Israel, a heightening which was, no doubt, aided by the con-

stant use of the word in the Septuagint—Philo’s Bible—to trans-

late the Hebrew with all its high suggestions. But in this

transference he has nevertheless given it a wholly new signifi-

cance, in so far as he has applied it to a fixed written revelation

and thus impressed on it entirely new implications. In his hands,

koytov becomes, by this means, a synonym of ypappa, and imports

“ a passage of Scripture ”—conceived, of course, as a direct

oracle from God. And the plural becomes a synonym of rd

ypdppara, a[ yprival, ol pipkin, 6 kdyos—or whatever other terms are

used to express the idea of “ the Holy Scriptures ”—and imports

what we call
“ the Bible,” of course with the implication that

this Bible is but a congeries of “ oracles,” or direct utterances of

God, or even in its whole extent one great “ oracle ” or utterance

of God—that it is, in a word, the pure and absolute “Word of

God.” But when we say that kdyco > is in Philo’s hands the equiva-

lent of “ a passage of Scripture,” we must guard against suppos-

ing that there is any implication of brevity attaching to it : its

implication is that of direct divine utterance, not of brevity
;
and

implied by Stephen's ( Thes . sub. voc.). Not only does it occur familiarly in the

Fathers, ase.g. (from Sophocles): Clems. Rom., ii, 2: Justin Mart., Advs. Tryph.,

cc. 56, 65 (a very instructive case), 69, 71 (cf. Otto’s note here) and elsewhere
;

Clems. Alex., Cohort ad Gentes, ix, ad init. : but also in Philo, as e. g., De Praem.

et Poen., § 11 near the end (M. ii, 418): “ Being continually devoted to the study

of the Holy Scriptures both in their literal sense and also in the allegories figu-

ratively contained in them {cv ralg pr/raig ypapalg /cat iv -dig inrdvoiav a/./.r/yoplaig)

,

’’

and Quis rerum div. her., % 53 (M. i. 511): “And the historian connects with

his preceding account what follows in consistency with it, saying . ... {to de

dud'/jovdov Tipoavpalvai r;/' ypapij pdoKuv).” Of course Philo sometimes uses y ypapr/ in

the non-technical sense also, of a human treatise : thus at the opening of De Somniis

he refers to what was contained in the preceding treatise {>'/ yev ohv irpo -avryg

ypafr/ irepielxe). What is said in the text is not intended to traverse such facts as

these, indicating other usages
;
but is meant only to suggest in a broad way what

seems to be the primary distinction between the three usages; the subsequent

development undergone by them is another story.
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<
‘ the passage ’

’ in mind and designated by Xoytov may be of any

length, conceived for the time and the purpose in hand as a uni-

tary deliverance from God. up to the whole body of Scripture

itself.* Similarly rd kvyia in Philo has not yet hardened into a

simple synonym of “ Scripture,” but designates any body of the
il oracles” of which the whole Scripture is composed—now the
il ten commandments,” now the Book of Genesis, now the Penta-

teuch, now the Jewish Law in general.

f

There is little trace in Philo of the application made in the

LXX. of Xoyto'j to the high priestly breastplate, by which it came to

mean, not only the oracular deliverance, but the place or instru-

ment of divination—though, q uoting the LXX. as freely as he does,

Philo could not help occasionally incorporating such a passage in

his writings. We read, for example, in the Leyy. Alleyor., iii, § 40

(M. i, 111) : <

“At all events the Holy Scripture (6 iepof Ao/of), being well aware how great is

the power of the impetuosity of each passion, anger and appetite, puts a bridle in

the mouth of each, having appointed reason {tov Myov) as their charioteer and pilot.

And first of all it speaks thus of anger, in the hope of pacifying and curing it,

‘And you shall put manifestation and truth ’ [the Urim and Thummim] ‘ in the

oracle of judgment (eni to Myiov tov npiocui;
)
and it shall be on the breast of Aaron,

when he comes into the Holy Place before the Lord ’ (Ex. xxviii. 30). Nor by the

oracle
(
Myiov

)
is here meant the organs of speech which exist in us For

Moses here speaks not of a random, spurious oracle (\6yiov) but of the oracle of

judgment, which is equivalent to saying a well-judged and carefully examined

oracle.”

Thus Philo gradually transmutes the Myiov = Xoysiov of his text

into the loywv = xp-gayos of his exposition : and it is a little remark-

able how little influence this LXX. usage has on his own use of

the word. With him Xdyiov is distinctively a passage of Scripture,

and the congeries of these passages make to. Xoyia.

That this usage is not, however, a peculium of Philo’s merely,

is evidenced by a striking passage from Josephus, in which it

appears in full development. For example, we read :

“ The Jews, by demolishing the tower of Antonia, had made (heir temple square,

though they had it written in their sacred oracles (
avayeypagykvov kv roll; loyiou;)

that their city and sanctuary should be taken when their temple should become

square. But what most stirred them up was an ambiguous oracle {xpvopbg) that

was found also in their sacred writings {kv rnlp lepolc evptipkvog ypappacnv ) that

about that time one from their country should become ruler of the world. The
Jews took this prediction to belong to themselves, and many wise men were there

-

* Thus of the passage cited above : in Quod det. pot. insid., $ 14, the reference is

to the narrative of Gen. iv
;
in De Vita Moysis, iii, 35, to the whole legislation

concerning food
;
in De Profug ., \ 28, and De Mutat. Horn., \ 4, apparently to

the whole Bible.

1 De Decern Oraculis, title and $ 10 ;
De Sobrietate, $ 10 ;

DePraem. et Poen.,

1 ;
De Vita Moysis

,
iii, $ 23

;
De Legat. ad Caium, l 31 ;

De Vita Contempla-

tiva, $ 3.
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by deceived in their judgment. Now this oracle (zu /.6ytov) certainly denoted the

rule of Vespasian ” (De Bello Jud., vi, 5, 4).

In this short passage we have most of the characteristics of the

Philonean usage repeated : here is the interchangeable usage of

Xdyiov and xpijfffxos, on the one hand, and of rd hdyia and zd ypdfj.fj.aza ,

on the other : the sacred writings of the Jews are made up of

“ oracles,” so that each portion of them is a kdy.ov and the whole

zd Xoyia.*

IV. That this employment of zd Xdyca as a synonym of a! ypatpai

was carried over from the Jewish writers to the early Fathers, Dr.

Liglitfoot has sufficiently shown in a brief but effective passage in

his brilliant papers in reply to the author of Supernatural

Relitjion.f It is not necessary to go over the ground afresh which

Dr. Lightfoot has covered. But, for the sake of a general complete-

ness in the presentation of the history of the word, it may be proper

to set down here some of the instances of its usage in this sense

among the earlier Fathers. Clement of Rome, after having

quoted examples from the Scriptures at length, sums up the lesson

thus :
“ The humility, therefore, and the submissiveness of so

many great men, who have thus obtained a good report, hath

through obedience made better not only us, but also the generations

which were before us, even them that received his oracles in fear

and truth ” (c. 19) ;
again (c. 53), “ For ye know, and know well

the sacred Scriptures (rd? lepd$ ypaipdf), dearly beloved, and ye have

searched into the oracles of God (zd hoyia mu fhou)
;

” and still

again (c. 62), “And we have put you in mind of these things the

more gladly, since we knew well that we were writing to men
who are faithful and highly accounted and have diligently

searched into the oracles of the teaching of God (zd /.dyta zry

TaGjt'a? zod #s«D).” The same phenomenon obviously meets us here

as in Philo : and Harnack:}: and Lightfoot§ both naturally com-

ment to this effect on the middle instance—the former calling

especially attention to the equation drawn between the two phrases

for Scripture, and the latter to the fact, as shown by the

Scriptures immediately adduced, that the mind of the writer in

so designating Scripture was not on “ any divine precept or pre-

diction, but the example of Moses." Equally strikingly, we read

in 2 Clem., xiii, “ For the Gentiles when they hear from our

mouth the oracles of God, marvel at them for their beauty and

greatness For when they hear from us that God saith,
1

It

*Cf. the echo of Josephus’ language in Tacitus, Hist., v, 13 :
“ Pluribus per-

suasio inerat, antiquis sacerdotum literis (= ev zoic hpolr ; pappaai )
contineri. eo

ipso tempore fore ut volesceret orieus profectique Judaea rerum potireutur. Quae

ambages (= xpvaybc bgfflo/.oc— zb ’/Myiov) Vespasianum et Titum praedixeraut.”

f The Contemporary Review, August, 1875, p. 400 ;
Essays on the Work entitled

Supernatural Religion (1839), p. 173. f In loc. § loc. cit.
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is no thank unto you, if ye love them that love you, but this is

thank unto you, if you love your enemies and them that hate you

[Luke vi. 32]
’—when they hear these things, I say, they marvel

at their exceeding goodness.” “ The point to be observed,” says

Lightfoot,* “ is that the expression here refers to an evangelical

record.” Similarly Polycarp, c. vii, writes :
“ For every one

‘ who will not confess that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is

antichrist ’ (1 John iv. 2, 3) ;
and whosoever shall not confess the

testimony of the cross is of the devil
;
and whosoever shall per-

vert the oracles of the Lord (rd Idyia too xupioo) to his own lusts

and say there is neither resurrection nor judgment, that man is

the firstborn of Satan.” On this passage Zahn, followed by

Lightfoot, very appropriately adduces the parallel in the Preface to

Irenoeus’ great work, Against Heresies, where he complains of the

Gnostics “ falsifying the oracles of the Lord (ra loyia Kupiou
), be-

coming bad exegetes of what is well said :” while later
(
User ., i,

8, 1) the same writer speaks of the Gnostics’ art in adapting the

dominical oracles (rd xupiaxa loyia) to their opinions, a phrase he

equates with “ the oracles of God,” and uses in a context which

shows that he has the whole complex of Scripture in mind. In

precisely similar wise, Clement of Alexandria is found calling the

Scriptures the “ oracles of truth” (Goh. ad Gent., p. 84), the

“ oracles of God ”
(
Quis Div. Sal., 3) and the “ inspired oracles

”

(Strom., i, 392)
;
and Origen, “ the oracles,” “ the oracles of God”

(De Prin., iv, 11
;
in Matt., x, § 6) : and Basil, the “ sacred oracles,”

“ the oracles of the Spirit” (Horn., xi, 5 ;
xii, 1). The Pseudo-

Ignatius (ad Smyr., iii) writes :
“ For the oracles (rd loyia

) say :

‘ This Jesus who was taken up from you into heaven,’ etc. [Acts i.

11]”'—where the term certainly is just the equivalent of ypacpij. f

And Photius tells us (Bibl., 228) that the Scriptures recognized

by Ephraem, Patriarch of Antioch (circa 525-545 A.D.), con-

sisted of the Old Testament, the Dominical Oracles (rd xupiaxa

loyia) and the Preaching of the Apostles”—where the adjective

xopiaxa is obviously intended to limit the broad rd loyia, so that

the phrase means just “ the Gospels.”

Dr. Lightfoot’ s object in bringing together such passages, it

will be remembered, was to fix the sense of loyia in the description

which Eusebius gives of the work of Papias and in his quotations

from Papias’ remarks about the Gospels of Matthew and Mark.

Papias’ book, we are told by Eusebius (H. E., iii, 39), was entitled

Aoyiiuv xupiaxwv &£ryy-qaei ?

—

that is, obviously, from the usage of the

* In loc.

f Cf. what Prof. Ropes says of this passage in The American Journal of Tlieol-

°gy, October, 1899 (iii, 698) and his strictures on Resch's use of it.

17
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words, it was a commentary on the Gospels, or less likely, on the

New Testament : and he is quoted as explaining that Matthew
wrote r<i ).oyia in the Hebrew language and that Mark made no

attempt to frame a cruvra^tv twv xvptaxbuv koyimv* or, as is explained in

the previous clause, of ra ur.b too Xpunob tj keyJRvza tj npayMvza—that

is, as would seem again to be obvious, each wrote his section of

the “ Scriptures” in the manner described. The temptation to

adjust these Papian phrases to current theories of the origin of

the Gospels has proved too strong, however, to be withstood even

by the demonstration of the more natural meaning of the words

provided by Dr. Lightfoot’ s trenchant treatment : and we still

hear of Papias’s treatise on the “ Discourses of the Lord,”

and of the “Book of Discourses” which Papias ascribes to

Matthew and which may well be identified (we are told) with

the “ Collection of Sayings of Jesus,” which criticism has

unearthed as lying behind our present Gospels. f Indeed, as

time has run on, there seems in some quarters even a growing

disposition to neglect altogether the hard facts of usage

marshaled by Dr. Lightfoot, and to give such rein to speculation

as to the meaning of the term kbyia as employed by Papias, that

the last end of the matter would appear to threaten to be worse

than the first. We are led to use this language by a recent con-

struction of Alfred Besch’s, published in the Theologische Studien

dedicated to Bernard Weiss on his seventieth birthday. Let us,

however, permit Resell to speak for himself. He is remarking on

the identification of the assumed fundamental gospel ( Urevan-

gelium) with the work of Matthew mentioned by Papias. He says

:

“Thus the name

—

kdyia—and the author—Matthew—seemed to be found for

this Quellenschrift. In the way of this assumption there stood only the circum-

* Or / 6yuv
,
as is read by both Schwegler and Heinichen: contra Routh, Lightfoot

and Gebliardt-Harnack.

f If there ever was such a “Collection of Sayings of Jesus,” the natural title of it

would certainly not be za nvpiaKa koyia, but something like the v avvzat-is zuv nvpia-

kcjv TAyuv which Papias says (if we adopt the reading kdyuv) Mark did not write.

We observe with astonishment, the venerable Prof. Godet saying, in his recent

volume on the Gospels, that the existence of such collections of kdyia is now put

beyond doubt by the discovery of the Oxyrhynchus fragment. The last word has

doubtless not been said as to the nature and origin of this fragment : but that it

was a collection of AOriA rests solely on the ascription of that title to it by its

editors—a proceeding which in turn rests solely on their traditional misunder-

standing of the Papian phrase. And that Matthew’s “ Logia ” were “ Logia ” like

these is scarcely a supposable case to a critic of Prof. Godet’s views. Meanwhile

we cannot but account it unfortunate that Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt should

have attached so misleading a title to their valuable discovery : to which it is

suitable only in one aspect, viz., as describing these “sayings” of Jesus as (in

the conception of the compiler, as the constant kiyei shows) “ oracular utterances”

of present and continuous authority.
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stance that the name ‘ hiyia
’

did not seem to fit the Quellenschrift as it had been

drawn out by study of the Gospels, made wholly independently of the notice of

Papias—since it yielded a treatise of mixed narrative and discourses. This circum-

stance led some to characterize the Quellenschrift, in correspondence with the

name X6yia, as a mere collection of discourses ; while others found in it a reason

for sharply opposing the identification ofthe Logia of Matthew and the fundamental

gospel
( Urevangelium)

,

or even for discrediting the whole notice of Papias as worth-

less and of no use to scholars. No one, however, thought of looking behind the

loyia for the hidden Hebrew name, although it was certainly obvious that a

treatise written in Hebrew could not fail to have a Hebrew title. And I must

myself confess that only in 1895, while the third volume of my Aussercanonischen

Paralleltexte was passing through the press, did it occur to me to ask after the

Hebrew name of the Xayia, But with the question the answer was self-evidently

at once given : D’PP'l,* therefore JW’ 'Htn. To this answer attached itself at

once, however, the reminiscence of titles ascribed in the Old Testament to a whole

series of Quellenschriften : Snidi? nan, n *rn nan, N’Pan jnj nan, nxnn
njnn -u nan

(Cf. 1 Chron. xxix. 29, 30); nnbty nan nap (i Kings xi. 41);

ntyjp nan, L
?X'uy'' aSp nan (2 Chron. xxxiii. 18). As, then, there in the Old

Testament, it is just historical Quellenschriften of biographical contents that bear

the name of Dyuq, so this New Testament Quellenschrift, the title JtBJh nan.

It contained therefore the history of Him of whom the prophets had prophesied,

Who was greater than Solomon, David’s Son and David’s Lord and the King of Israel.

And as the LXX. had translated the title nan, certainly unskillfully enough by
%6yoi, so Papias or his sponsor (Gewiihrsmann) by Myia. The sense, however, of

the Hebrew Enan is, as Luther very correctly renders it

—

1 Histories.’ Cr. Heft iii,

812. By this discovery of the original title, the New Testament Quellenschrift

which from an unknown had already become a known thing, has now become

from an unnamed a named thing. The desiderated x has been completely found.

Criticism like this certainly scorns all facts. The Hebrew

word 121 ,
meaning a “ word,” passed by a very readily under-

stood process into the sense of “ thing.” In defining the

term as used in the titles which Resch adduces, )Dr. Driver says::}:

u words: hence affairs, things— in so far as they are done, ‘ acts;’

in so far as they are narrated, ‘ history.’ ” The word 121 thus

readily lent itself, in combinations like those adduced by Resch, to

a double meaning : and it is apparently found in both these

senses. In instances like nftip ’121 (Ecci. i. 1, cf. Prov. xxx.

1, xxxi. 5 ;
Jer. i. 1 ;

Am. i. 1 ;
Nell. i. 1) it doubtless means

il words of Koheleth,” and the like. In the instances adduced

by Resch, it is doubtless used in the secondary sense of “ his-

tory.” The Greek word A6yo?, by which 121 was ordinarily

translated in the LXX., while naturally not running through a

development of meaning exactly parallel to that of 121
,
yet oddly

enough presented a fair Greek equivalent for both of these senses

of "’121, used in titles : and why Resch should speak of Xoyoi as

unskillfully used in the titles he adduces, does not appear on the

* Why should Resch, we may ask, think of IbT instead of ITIDN as the Hebrew
original of hoyiov ? Cf. above p. 231.

f Op. cit., p. 121 sq. J Introduction, last ed., 527, note 1.
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surface of things. Certainly, from Herodotus down, of Uyot bore

the specific meaning of just “ Histories,” as afterwards it bore

the sense of “prose writings:” and the early Greek historians

were called accordingly of koyaypatpoi* The LXX. translators, in a

word, could scarcely have found a happier Greek rendering for

the titles of the Quellenschriften enumerated in 1 Chron. xxix.

29, 30, etc. Who, however, could estimate the unskillfulness of

translating in such titles by Xbyia—a Avord Avliich had no such

usage and indeed did not readily lend itself to an application to

human “ words?” Papias (or his sponsor) must have been (as

Eusebius calls him) a man of mean capacity indeed, so to have

garbled Matthew’s IlebreAV. It should be noted, further, that

Papias does not declare, as Resell seems to think, that Matthew
wrote rd Xdyia tou ’Irjtrou

,
or even rd xupiaxd Xdyia—it is Papias’ own

book whose title contains this phrase
;
and it will be hard to sup-

pose that Papias (or his sponsor) was a man of such mean capacity

as to fancy the simple rd Xdyia a fair equivalent for the

Hebrew y\ir nm in the sense of “ The History of Jesus.” If

he did so, one does not ivonder that he has had to Avait tAVo thousand

years for a reader to catch his meaning. Such speculations, in

truth, serve no other good purpose than to exhibit how far a-sea

one must drift who, leaAfing the moorings of actual usage, seeks

an unnatural meaning for these phrases. Their efimous meaning

is that Papias Avrote an Exposition of the Gospels
,
and that he

speaks of Matthew’s and Mark’s books as themselves sections of

those “ Scriptures ” which he was expounding. Under the guid-

ance of the usage of the word, this Avould seem the only tenable

opinion.

f

* See Liddell and Scott, sub. voc.
,
iv and v.

t We must account it, then, as only another instance of that excess of caution

•which characterizes his application of the ‘‘ apologetical ” results of investigation,

when Dr. Sanday still holds back from this conclusion and writes thus: “The
word Myia, indeed, means ‘oracles’ and not ‘discourses.’ But while the term
‘ the oracles ’ might well from the first have been applied to our Lord’s words it is

hardly likely that it should so early have been applied to a writing of the New
Testament as such. Moreover even when the inspiration of the New Testament

had come to be as clearly recognized as that of the Old Testament, the term ‘ the

oracles ’ would not have been a fitting one for a single work, simply on the ground

that it formed part of the collection” (Hastings’ Bible Dictionary
,

ii, p. 235 a).

Apart altogether from the fact that these caveats are founded on a demonstrably

mistaken conception of the origin of the New Testament Canon, they are in them-

selves invalid. The term /.6yia was contemporaneously applied to writings of the

New Testament as such—as a glance at 2 Clem, xiii and Polycarp vii will show

—

and as Lightfoot’s note on the former passage, correcting his less careful earlier

note on the latter passage, points out. And that rd 16yia could easily refer to any

definite portion of the congeries of “oracles” known also as “ Scripture,” Philo’s

usage as indicated above (p. 247) sufficiently exhibits. For the rest, it cannot be

doubted that Papias was understood by all his early readers to mean by his rd
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It is not intended, of course, to imply that there is no trace

among the Fathers of any other sense attaching to the words fd

Xoyiov, to. Xuyia, than “ the Scriptures ” as a whole. Other applica-

tions of the words were found standing side by side with this in

Philo, and they are found also among the Fathers. To Xoyiov, used

of a specific text of Scripture, for example, is not uncommon in

the Fathers. It is found, for instance, in Justin Martyr, Apol., i,

32 : “And Jesse was his forefather xard to Xoyiov ”—to wit, Isa.

xi. 1, just quoted. It is found in Clement of Alexandria (Strom.,

ii : Migne, i, p. 949a), where Isa. vii. 9 is quoted and it is added :

“ It was this Xoyiov that Heraclitus of Ephesus paraphrased when
he said ....’’ It is found repeatedly in Eusebius’ Ecclesiasti-

cal History
,
in which the Papian passages are preserved, as, e. g.,

ix, 7, ad fin.,
“ So that, according to that divine (Jelov) XJytov,”

viz., Matt. xxiv. 24
;
x. 1, 4,

“ the Xoyiov thus enjoining us,” viz.,

Ps. xcvii (xcviii)
;

x. 4, 7,
“ concerning which a certain other

divine Xoytov thus proclaims,” viz., Ps. lxxxvi. (lxxxvii.) 5. Td

X6yia is also used in the Fathers, as in Philo, for any body of these

Scriptural Xoyia, however small or large (i. e., for any given sec-

tion of Scripture)—as, e. g., for the Ten Commandments. It is so

used, for instance, .in the Apostolical Constitutions, ii. 26 :
“ Keep

the fear of God before your eyes, always remembering two 8ixa rob

&EOU Xoyiwv and also in Eusebius (H. E., ii, 18, 5). So, again, we
have seen it, modified by qualifying adjectives, used for the Gos-

pels—and indeed it seems to be employed without qualifications

in this sense in Pseudo-Justin’s Epistola ad Zerarn et Serenum

(Otto, i, 706). It is further sometimes used apparently not of the

Scripture text as such, but of certain oracular utterances recorded

in it—as, for example, when Justin says to Trypho (c. 18) :
“ For

since you have read, 0 Trypho, as you yourself admitted, the

doctrines taught by our Saviour, I do not think that I have done

foolishly in adding some short utterances of his (Ppayia too ixsivoo

XlyuT) to the prophetic statements”—to wit, words of Jesus

recorded in Matt, xxi, xxiii and Luke xi, here put on a level

with the oracles of the prophets, but apparently envisaged as

spoken. All these are usages that have met us before.

But there are lower usages also discoverable in the later Patristic

writers at least. There is an appearance now and then indeed as

if the word was, in popular speech, losing something of its high

implication of 1 ‘ solemn oracular utterances of God, ’
’ and coming

Xdyia of Matthew, just Matthew’s Gospel. This has been sufficiently shown
(
Ein -

leitung, ii, 265) by Zahn, who in his rich and fundamentally right remarks on the

subject both here and elsewhere ( e.g ., pp. 254 sq. and Geschichte d. Kanons, i,

857 sq., ii, 790 sq . )
supplies another instance of how near a great scholar can

come to the truth of a matter without precisely adopting it.
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to be applied as well to tbe words of mere men*—possibly

in sequence to its application to tbe words of prophets and

apostles as such and the gradual wearing down, in the careless

popular consciousness, of the distinction between their words

as prophets and apostles and their words as men
;

possibly,

on the other hand, in sequence to the freer use of the

word in profane speech and the wearing away of its high

import with the loss of reverence for the thing designated.

Thus we read as early as in the Acts of Xanthippe and
Polyxena, edited by Prof. James for the Cambridge Texts and
Studies

,
and assigned by him to the middle of the third century

(c. 28, p. 78), the following dialogue, in the course of a conversa-

tion between Polyxena and Andrew, “ the apostle of the Lord
“ Andrew saith :

1 Draw not near me, child, but tell me who thou

art and whence.’ Then saith Polyxena :
‘ I am a great friend of

these here (£Aij twv ivra'jfta), but I see thy gracious countenance

and thy logia are as the logia of Paul and I presume thee too to

belong to his God.’ ” If we may assume this to mark a transition

stage in the usage, we may look upon a curious passage in John of

Damascus as marking almost the completion of the sinking of the

word to an equivalence to p^para. It occurs in bis Disput. Chris-

tiani et Saraceni (Migne, i, 1588, iii, 1344). The Saracenic dispu-

tant is represented as eager to obtain an acknowledgment that the

W ord of God, that is Christ, is a mere creature, and as plying the

Christian with a juggle on the word Uyia. He asks whether the

Xuyia of God are create or increate. If the reply is “ create,”

the rejoinder is to be :
“ Then they are not Gods, and you have

confessed that Christ, who is tlie Word of God is not

God.” If, on the other hand, the reply is “ increate,” the rejoin-

* In the thirty-fifth chapter of the fourth book of Origen’s Against Celsus, there

is a passage which is given this appsarance in Dr. Croinbie’s excellent English

translation, printed in the Ante-Nicene Library (Am. Ed., iv, 512) : “And yet if

Celsus had wished honestly to overturn the genealogy which he deemed the Jews

to have so shamelessly arrogated, in boasting of Abraham and his descendants (a?

their progenitors), he ought to have quoted all the passages bearing on the

subject
;
and, in the first place, to have advocated his cause with such arguments as

he thought likely to be convincing, and in the next to have bravely refuted, by

means of what appeared to him to be the true meaning, and by arguments in its

favor, the errors existing on the subject (/cut roR v~ep a'xrrR Xoyiott; -a Kara rov

t6ttov).” The rendering of Xoyioiq here by “arguments,” however, is certainly

wrong. The whole context is speaking of Celsus' misrepresentation of the teach-

ing of th s Hebrew Scriptures
;
and what Origen would have him do is to point out

the passages in them which will bear out his allegations. According to Koet-

schau’s index the word occurs but twice elsewhere in the treatise Against Celsus,

viz., V, xxix, ad Jin., and VI, lxxvii near the end (inserted by Koetschau from

Philoc. 85, 16) : and in both of these cases the high meaning of the word is

unmistabable.
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der apparently is to be that the h'jyia of God nevertheless are not

properly Gods, and so again Christ the L>yo? is not God. Accord-

ingly John instructs the Christian disputant to refuse to say

either that they are create or that they are increate, but declining

the dilemma, to reply merely : “I confess one only A6yo? of God
that is increate, but my whole Scripture

(
[ypatp-g

)

I do not call

Xbyia, but prjpara tfsoD.” On the Saracen retorting that David

certainly says t& \6yta (not pr/para
)
of the Lord are pure Xbyta, the

Christian is to reply that the prophet speaks here Tponokoyixu)^,

and not xupioXoyua>?, that is to say, not by way of a direct declara-

tion, but by way of an indirect characterization. It is a remark-

able logomachy that we are thus treated to : and it seems to imply

that in John’s day \6yia had sunk to a mere synonym of firjpara.

That men had then ceased to speak of the whole ypa<py as ra fteia

X6yia we know not to have been the case : but apparently this lan-

guage was now made use of with no more pregnancy of meaning than

if they had said ra ttsla prjpara* This process seems to have con-

tinued, and in the following passage from a work of the opening

of the eleventh century—the Life of Nilus the Younger, published

in the 120th volume of Migne’s Pat. Grsec. (p. 97 D),—we have an

instance of the extreme extension of the application of the word

:

“ Then saith the Father to him :
‘ It is not fitting that thou, a

man of wisdom and high -learning, should think or speak ra rwv.

xotvmv avftpwnujv Xbyia.'' ”f And accordingly we cannot be surprised to

find that in modern Greek the word is employed quite freely of

human speech. Jannaris tells us that it is used in the sense of

“ maxim,” and that in colloquial usage rd Xbyta may mean “ prom-

* Dr. F. W. Farrar, with his fatal facility for quoting phrases in senses far other

than those attached to them by their authors (other instances meet us in his deal-

ing with the formula “ Scriptura compleclitur Verbum Dei ” and with the word
“ Inspiration ” in the same context,—see pp. 369, 370 of work cited) makes a thor.

oughly wrong use of this passage
(
Hist, of Interpretation, p. 374, note 2). He says:

“But as far back as the eighth century the eminently orthodox Father, St. John of

Damascus, had said,
1 We apply not to the written word of Scripture the title due to

the Incarnate Word of God.’ He saj's that when the Scriptures are called Xdyia

Aeoii the phrase is only figurative, Disput Ghristiani et Saraceni (see Lupton, St.

John of Damascus, p. 95).” But John says the Scriptures are called without figure

pf/para roi/ Aeov : he only means to say they are not God’s Word in the same sense

that the Logos is : in comparison with Him who is the only incarnate Word of

God, they are only figuratively words of God, but they are real words of God,

nevertheless, His pijpara, by which designation, rather than Xoyia, John would

have them called, not to avoid confessing them to he God’s utterances, hut to es-

cape a Moslem jibe.

f An instance of the secular use of the word in this lowered meaning, is found

doubtless in the Scholium on the Frogs of Aristophanes adduced above, p. 218.

The date of this Scholium is uncertain, but it seems to belong to the later strata of

the Scholia. It is not found in the Ravenna MS., which Rutherford is publish-

ing
;
nor in the Venetus (Marc. 474), cf. Blaydes, Ranae, p. 391

;
nor indeed in

four out of the six MSS. used by Dindorf (iv. 2, p. 113).
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ise ”—in both of which employments there may remain a trace of

its original higher import * While Kontopoulos gives as the Eng-

lish equivalents of Xbyiov, the following list : “A saying, a word
;

a maxim
;

a motto, an oracle
;
rd tisia X.oyia

,
the divine oracles, the

sacred Scriptures.”f
Thus not only all the usages of the word found, say, in Philo,

are continued in the Fathers, but there is an obvious development

to be traced. But this development itself is founded on and is a

witness to the characteristic usage of the word among the Fathers

—that, to wit, in which it is applied to the inspired words of

prophets and apostles. And by far the most frequent use of the

word in the Patristic writings seems to be that in which it desig-

nates just the Holy Scriptures. Their prevailing usage is very

well illustrated by that of Eusebius. We have already quoted a

number of passages from his Ecclesiastical History in which he

seems to adduce special passages of Scripture, each as a kdyiov.

More common is it for him to refer to the whole Scriptures as ra

X.oyia, or rather (for this is his favorite formula) rd -beta X.oyia—and

that whether he means the Old Testament (which in the Prsep.

Evany., ii, 6 [Migne, iii, 140 A], he calls rd
’

Eppaiwv Xayta), or the

New Testameut, or refers to the prophetic or the narrative por-

tions. Instances may be found in H. E., 5, 17, 5, where we are

told that Miltiades left monuments of his stud)* of the fteia Xbyia
;

6, 28, 2, where the zeal of Origen’s friend Ambrose for the

study of the ttsla Xby.a is mentioned as enabling Origen to

write his commentaries on the XXsiai ypayai
; 9, 9, 8, where

a sentence from Ex. xv. 1 is quoted as from the ftela X.oyia
;

x, 4, 28, where Ps. lvii. (lviii.), 7 is quoted from the ftsta Xbyia ;

Palestinian Martyrs, xi, 2, where the devotion of the Palestinian

martyrs to the ftsia Xby.a is adverted to. Even the singular—rd Xoyio>

—seems occasionally used by Eusebius (as by Philo) as a designa-

tion of the whole Scripture fabric. We may suspect this to be

the case in H. E., x, 4. 43, when we read of “ the costly cedar of

Lebanon of which rd tfsTov Xbyiov has not been unmindful, saying,
1 The forests of the Lord shall rejoice and the cedars of Lebanon

which he planted’ (Ps. cv. [civ.] 16).” And we cannot doubt it

at H. E., ii, 10, 1, where we read concerning Herod Agrippa,

that “ as 7j 7wv T.pa.$zii>'j ypayii relates, he proceeded to Caesarea and

. ... rd Xbyiov relates ‘ that the angel of the Lord smote him ’ ”

—in which account it is worth while to observe the coincidence of

Josephus’ narrative with try ftsiav ypayfyj. Here, of course, rd Xoy.ov

* In his Concise Dictionary of English and Modern Greek, sub. tocc. “ word ’’

and “saying.”

f In his New Lexicon of Modern Greek and English, sub voc.
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is primarily the Book of Acts—but as the subsequent context

shows, it represents that book only as part of the sacred Scrip-

tures, so that tu Xoyiov emerges as a complete synonym of

r
;

-fieia ypatprj. Whatever other usage may from time to time emerge

in the pages of the Fathers, the Patristic usage of the term,

xar i£oxr]v, is as a designation of the “ Scriptures” conceived as

the Word of God.*

In the light of these broad facts of usage, certain lines may very

reasonably be laid down within which our interpretation of [raj

\6yia in the New Testament instances of its occurrence should move.

It would seem quite certain, for example, that no lower sense can

be attached to it in these instances, than that which it bears uni-

formly in its classical and Hellenistic usage : it means, not

“ words” barely, simple “ utterances,” but distinctively “ oracu-

lar utterances,” divinely authoritative communications, before

which men stand in awe and to which they bow in humility : and

this high meaning is not merely implicit, but is explicit in the

term. It would seem clear again that there are no implications of

brevity in the term : it means not short, pithy, pregnant sayings,

but high, authoritative, sacred utterances
;
and it may be applied

equally well to long as to short utterances—even though they

extend to pages and books and treatises. It would seem to be

clear once more that there are no implications in the term of what

may be called the literary nature of the utterances to which it is

applied : it characterizes the utterances to which it is applied as

emanations from God, but whether they be prophetic or narrative

or legal, parenetic or promissory in character, is entirely indiffer-

ent : its whole function is exhausted in declaring them to be God’s

own utterances. f And still further, it would seem to be clear

that it is equally indifferent to the term whether the utterances

so designated be oral or written communications : whether oral

or written it declares them to be God’s own Word, and it had

become customary to designate the written Word of God by this

term as one that was felt fitly to describe the Scriptures as an

oracular book—either a body of oracles, or one continuous oracular

deliverance from God’s own lips.

* Sophocles, in his Lexicon, gives also the following references for this sense :

Titus of Bostra (Migne, xviii, 1253 B)
;
Serapion of Egypt (Migne, xl, 908 C, 909

B) Keferences might be added, apparently, indefinitely.

f It is therefore a perfectly blind comment that we meet with in G-erhard
Heine’s recent Synonymik des JL. T. Griechisch (1898), p. 157—when in con-

trast to X6yoc as the “reasonable expression ” of the vovg
f
to Liyiov is said to be

“ more the separate utterance, with the (occasional?) accessory notion of promise

(Rom. iii. 2).’’
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This last usage is so strikingly characteristic of the Hellenistic

adaptation of the term that a certain presumption lies in favor of

so understanding it in Hellenistic writings, when the Scriptural

revelation is in question : though this presumption is, of course,

liable to correction by the obvious implications of the passages

as wholes. In such a passage as Rom. iii. 2 this presumption

rises very high indeed, and it would seem as if the word here

must be read as a designation of the “Scriptures” as such,

unless very compelling reasons to the contrary may be adduced

from the context. That the mind of the writer may seem to some

to be particularly dwelling upon this or that element in the contents

of the Scriptures cannot be taken as such a compelling reason to

the contrary : for nothing is more common than for a writer to be

thinking more particularly of one portion of what he is formally

adducing as a whole. The paraphrase of Wetstein appears in

this aspect, therefore, very judicious :
“ They have the Sacred

Books, in which are contained the oracles and especially the

prophecies of the advent of the Messiah and the calling of the

Gentiles; and by these their minds should be prepared:”

though, so far as this paraphrase may seem to separate between

the Sacred Books and the Oracles they contain, it is unfortunate.

The very point of this use of the word is that it identifies the Sacred

Books with the Oracles ; and in this aspect of it Dr. David

Brown’s comment is more satisfactory :
“ That remarkable expres-

sion, denoting ‘ Divine Communications ’ in general, is transferred

to the sacred Scriptures to express their oracular, divinely authori -

tative character.” The case is not quite so simple in Heb. v. 12 :

but here, too, the well-balanced comment of Dr. Westcott appears

to us to carry conviction with it :
“ The phrase might refer to the

new revelation given by Christ to His apostles (comp. c. i. 2)

;

but it seems more natural to refer it to the collective writings of

the Old Testament which the Hebrew Christians failed to under-

stand.” In Acts vii. 38 the absence of the article introduces no

real complication : it merely emphasizes the qualitative aspect of

the matter
;
what Moses received was emphatically oracles—which

is further enhanced by calling them “ lively,” i. e., they were

not merely dead, but living, effective, operative oracles. The

speaker’s eye is obviously on Moses as the recipient of these ora-

cles, and on the oracles as given by God to Moses, as is recorded

in the Pentateuch : but the oracles his eye is on are those

recorded in the Pentateuch, and that came to Moses, not for him-

self, but for the Church of all ages—“ to give to ns." Here we may
hesitate to say, indeed, that \6yia means just the “ Scriptures;”,

but what it means stands in a very express relation to the Scrip-
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tures, and possibly was not very sharply distinguished from the

Scriptures by the speaker. With the analogies in Philo clearly in

our mind, we should scarcely go far wrong if we conceived of kuyia

here as meaning to the speaker those portions of Scripture in

which Moses recorded the revelations vouchsafed to him by God

—

conceived as themselves these revelations recorded. In 1 Peter

iv. 11 the interpretation is complicated by the question that arises

concerning the charisma that is intended, as well as by the casting

of the phrase into the form of a comparison : “let him speak as

it were oracles of God.’ ’ It is not clear that the Divine Scriptures

as such are meant here
;
but the term, in any case, retains all its

force as a designation of sacred, solemn divine utterances : the

speaker is to speak as becomes one whose words are not his own,

but the very words of God—oracles proclaimed through his mouth.

Whether it is the exercise of the prophetic gift in the strict

sense that is adverted to, so that Peter’s exhortation is that the

prophet should comport himself in his prophesying as becomes

one made the vehicle of the awful words of revelation
;

or only

the gift of teaching that is in question, so that Peter's exhorta-

tion is that he who proclaims the word of God, even in this lower

sense, shall bear himself as befits one to whom are committed the

Divine oracles for explanation and enforcement—must be left

here without investigation. In either case the term is obviously

used in its highest sense and implies that the loyia of God are His

own words, His awesome utterances.

What has thus been said in reference to these New Testament

passages is intended to go no further in their explanation than to

throw the light of the usage of the word upon their interpreta-

tion. Into their detailed exegesis we cannot now enter. We
cannot pass by the general subject, however, without emphasizing

the bearing these passages have on the New Testament doctrine of

Holy Scripture. It will probably seem reasonable to most to

interpret Rom. iii. 2 as certainly, Heb. v. 12 as probably, and

Acts vii. 38 as very likely making reference to the written Scrip-

tures
;
and as bearing witness to the conception of them on the part

of the New Testament writers as “ the oracles of God.” That

is to say, we have unobtrusive and convincing evidence here that

the Old Testament Scriptures, as such, were esteemed by the

writers of the New Testament as an oracular book, which in itself

not merely contains, but is the “utterance,” the very Word of

God
;
and is to be appealed to as such and as such deferred to,

because nothing other than the crystallized speech of God. We
merely advert to this fact here without stopping to develop its

implications or to show how consonant this designation of the
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Scriptures as the “ Oracles of God ” is with the conception of

the Holy Scriptures entertained by the New Testament writers as

otherwise made known to us. We have lately had occasion to

point out in this Review some of the other ways in which this

conception expresses itself in the New Testament writings.* He
who cares to look for it will find it in many ways written largely

and clearly and indelibly on the pages of the New Testament.

We content ourselves at this time, however, with merely pointing

out that the designation of the Scriptures as za h>yia zoo tisou fairly

shouts to us out of the pages of the New Testament, that to its

writers the Scriptures of the Old Testament were the very Word
of God in the highest and strictest sense that term can bear—the

express utterance, in all their parts and each and every of their

words, of the Most High—the “ oracles of God.” Let him that

thinks them something other and less than this, reckon, then,

with the apostles and prophets of the New Covenant—to whose

trustworthiness as witnesses to doctrinal truth he owes all he

knows about the New Covenant itself, and therefore all he hopes

for through this New Covenant.

Princeton. BENJAMIN B. WARFIELD.

* See article entitled, “ It Says
;
Scripture Says

;
God Says,” in the number of

this Review for July, 1899, and also article entitled, “God-Inspired Scripture,”

in the number for January, 1900.




